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Preface
The Skills for Life Strategy in England has led to unprecedented investment in adult literacy,
language and numeracy (LLN), major reforms of teacher education and training, and the
introduction of national standards, core curricula and assessment to inform teaching and
learning. We have a unique opportunity to make a step change in improving levels of adult
skills. But until recently too little was known about effective teaching and learning practices,
and reports from Ofsted and the Adult Learning Inspectorate repeatedly drew attention to the
quality of teaching, and the need for standards to improve.
It has been a strategic priority at the National Research and Development Centre for Adult
Literacy and Numeracy (NRDC) to investigate teaching and learning practices in all the
subject areas and settings in Skills for Life, to report on the most promising and effective
practices, and to provide teachers and trainers, along with policy-makers and researchers,
with an unparalleled evidence base on which to build on the progress already made.
Our findings and recommendations are reported here, and in the four companion reports
covering reading, writing, ESOL and ICT. The five studies, which have been co-ordinated by
NRDC Associate Director John Vorhaus, provide material for improving the quality of teaching
and learning, and for informing developments in initial teacher education and continuing
professional development (CPD). We are also preparing a range of practitioner guides and
development materials, as a major new resource for teachers and teacher educators. They
will explore and develop the examples of good and promising practice documented in these
pages.
Until recently adult numeracy was under-researched and underdeveloped, and it was often
not distinguished from literacy in policy documents and inspection reports. However, the
profile of numeracy has been steadily rising, following confirmation by national and
international surveys of low levels of skill amongst the adult population. This study is the
largest undertaken into adult numeracy in the UK, and it represents a substantial advance in
our understanding of the practices that contribute to successful teaching and learning.
Ursula Howard, Director, NRDC
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1 Executive summary

1.1 The Effective Practice Studies
The five NRDC Effective Practice Studies explore teaching and learning in reading, writing,
numeracy, ESOL and ICT, and they set out to answer two questions:
1. How can teaching, learning and assessing literacy, numeracy, ESOL and ICT be improved?
2. Which factors contribute to successful learning?
Even before NRDC was set up it was apparent from reviews of the field (Brooks et al., 2001;
Kruidenier, 2002) that there was little reliable research-based evidence to answer these
questions. Various NRDC reviews showed that progress in amassing such evidence, though
welcome where it was occurring, was slow (Coben et al., 2003; Barton and Pitt, 2003;
Torgerson et al., 2003, 2004, 2005). Four preliminary studies on reading, writing, ESOL and
ICT, were undertaken between 2002 and 2004 (Besser et al., 2004; Kelly et al., 2004;
Roberts et al., 2004; Mellar et al., 2004). However, we recognised the urgent need to build
on these in order greatly to increase the research base for the practice of teaching these
subjects.
The inspiration for the design of the five projects was a study in the US of the teaching of
literacy and English language to adult learners for whom English is an additional language
(Condelli et al., 2003). This study was the first of its kind, and the lead author, Larry
Condelli of the American Institutes for Research, has acted as an expert adviser on all five
NRDC projects.
The research began in July 2003 and was completed in March 2006. It set out to recruit and
gather information on 500 learners in each study, assess their attainment and attitudes at
two points during the year in which they were participating in the study, interview both
learners and teachers, observe the strategies the teachers used, and correlate those
strategies with changes in the learners’ attainment and attitudes.
The ICT study differed from the others in that its first phase was developmental, its sample
size was smaller, and it had a shorter timescale, completing in March 2005.

1.2 The numeracy study
We investigated approaches to the teaching of numeracy, aiming to identify the extent of
learners’ progress, and to establish correlations between this progress and the strategies
and practices used by teachers.
The study involved 412 learners and 34 teachers in 47 classes. Two-thirds of the classes
were in further education (FE) colleges. The average teaching session was just under two
hours and average attendance in class was eight learners.
In total, 250 learners were assessed and 243 completed attitude surveys. Classes were
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observed between one and four times during each course. Background information was
collected on teachers and learners, and we carried out interviews with 33 teachers and 112
learners.

1.3 Main findings
Progress
We found evidence of significant progress, with an average gain of 9 per cent in test scores,
although there was a wide range of average gains between different classes.
Learners’ attitudes were more positive at the end of the course, with the changes tending to
be greatest for older people.
Once learners overcome initial anxiety about the course and about mathematics, numeracy
courses can have a significant and positive effect on their identities. They can improve
confidence and self-esteem, and enable learners to develop new aspirations and form new
dispositions towards learning.
For some learners, to maintain their level of skills, knowledge and understanding is a sign
of personal progress.
Time to learn
Evidence from the National Center for the Study of Adult Learning and Literacy (NCSALL) in
the US suggests that learners require between 150 and 200 hours of study if they are to
progress by one level within the Skills for Life qualification framework. However, although
average attendance by learners between our first and second assessments was only 39
hours, we found that many had made significant progress. Others needed longer to
consolidate their learning.
Teaching strategies
Teachers valued ‘flexibility’ as a key feature of effective practice. The diversity of learners,
contexts and session lengths meant that no one pattern of lesson activity appeared to be
optimal.
A wide range of different teaching approaches was observed, although whole class and
individual work predominated.
Most teachers gave clear explanations, which were much valued by learners. They also
broke work down into smaller steps and gave feedback to learners about their work.
Most teachers followed a set scheme of work, and few incorporated learners’ personal
interests. It was also less usual for teachers to differentiate work, make connections to
other areas of mathematics, or ask higher-order questions to encourage higher-level
thinking or probe learners’ misconceptions.
Although activities were often varied, there was little use of practical resources or ICT, little
group or collaborative work, and it was unusual to find learners collaborating with, and
learning from, each other.
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Teaching and learning relationships
Over 90 per cent of learners interviewed expressed a high level of satisfaction with their
course and their teacher. Learners were usually highly engaged. They were often but not
always challenged and stretched, were given time to gain understanding, and the majority
had their individual needs met.
Learners recognised that the relationship between the teacher and effective learning was
critical. It was important for teachers to develop good relationships with learners and to
treat, and respect, them as adults. Classroom observation indicated that teachers were
enthusiastic, generous in giving praise, and there was a high level of mutual respect.
Teachers’ qualifications
The teachers were generally experienced and well-qualified, with many having previously
taught mathematics in primary and/or secondary schools. Teachers’ subject knowledge was
generally adequate.
Twenty-seven (79 per cent) of the 34 teachers reported having a formal qualification in
mathematics or a related subject (e.g. science). Thirty teachers (88 per cent) reported
having a teaching qualification. Six (18 per cent) of the teachers reported having a subjectspecific Level 4 qualification for teaching numeracy to adults.
It is often assumed that individuals holding high qualifications in mathematics are able to
teach basic concepts at lower levels of mathematics. We did not always find evidence of
this. Some teachers relied on methods they had been taught at school.

1.4 Recommendations
Development work and quality improvement
In the Subject Specifications for Adult Numeracy, and in generic courses (e.g. Cert Ed. or
PGCE), there should be a requirement for teachers to have a firm understanding of basic
concepts: place-value, multiplication and division, for example.
Teachers need a firm grasp of subject and pedagogical knowledge, and also subjectspecific pedagogic knowledge. This enables them to be flexible in their approaches, and to
cater to the diversity of learners and provision in adult numeracy.
Policy
Adult numeracy education should be seen as part of mathematics education, and as a
discrete subject in relation to adult literacy and other Skills for Life areas. This should be
reflected in policy documents and in the organisation and inspection of provision, so that,
for example, adult numeracy provision is effectively co-ordinated with other mathematics
provision offered by colleges and other organisations.
Research
Further research and development should be undertaken into learner assessment in
numeracy at Skills for Life levels with a view to developing an appropriate assessment
instrument for research purposes. More sensitivity would be achieved if an instrument were
designed to focus on a narrow range of initial attainment: Entry levels 1 and 2, for example.
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A bank of secure, reliable and valid questions should be available to match assessment
questions to individual teaching programmes, and therefore to provide a more genuine test
of learning in relation to teaching.
More research is required to explore learner and teacher identities. Learners’ identities
affect attitudes, motivations, dispositions towards mathematics and education in general,
relations with peers and teachers, and future expectations and aspirations. Teacher
identities also matter: we need to know how much personal investment teachers make both
as numeracy teachers and as mathematicians.

1.5 Limitations to this research
We acknowledge the following limitations to our research.
The heterogeneous nature of adult numeracy teaching, the range of learners and the
number of variables amongst teachers and learners, make it difficult to identify effective
practices and factors that can be generalised with confidence across the whole sector.
There were problems finding an assessment instrument that was both short and
appropriate to sensitively and validly measure progress across such a diverse learner
group. There were particular difficulties for adults with lower ability levels, and with
reading or language difficulties (two in every five learners in the sample spoke English as
an additional language).
The areas of mathematics taught in class may not have matched those covered in the
assessment we used. We therefore cannot be certain that newly correct answers in the
second assessment resulted from class teaching rather than other sources of learning.
The need for the assessment instrument to be practicable – not take up too much class
time – meant that there was an inevitable trade-off between getting more information and
taking up too much of the learners’ time in class.
The short teaching time of only 39 hours between first and second assessments is likely to
have been too short to show evidence of more substantial progress.
Some courses were designed on a roll-on/roll-off basis which meant that some learners
who had taken the first test were no longer there at the second. Equally, new learners may
have arrived who had not taken the first assessment and were therefore ineligible for the
second. About 40 per cent of learners left their course for a variety of reasons, and the
effect of this was compounded when researchers came to administer the second
assessment if the class was poorly attended on that particular day.
Factors which cannot easily be determined in a large-scale survey may have had more
influence on their learning than any specific, easily observed difference in teacher
behaviour. These are: learners' strength of motivation, their persistence, their aspirations,
their abilities and dispositions towards numeracy, how they position themselves as learners
in relation to the subject matter, the teacher and other learners, and their socio-cultural
background and previous experiences, both inside and outside the classroom.
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2 Context
This chapter sets the study within the current national policy context, and as part of the
research agenda developed by the NRDC. It states the research aims, and provides
information on the sample, methods and ethical considerations.

2.1 The policy background
Until comparatively recently, adult numeracy has been under-researched and underdeveloped. However, the low levels of numeracy skill among adults, as revealed by national
and international surveys, have begun to make numeracy an important area for research. The
study is set within the context of the Government’s Skills for Life Strategy to improve adult
literacy and numeracy in England (DfEE, 2001), and took place against a backdrop of policy
changes in adult numeracy education (DfEE, 1999, 2001; QCA, 2000; DfES, 2001; DfES/FENTO,
2002), post-14 mathematics education and training (Smith, 2004; Tomlinson, 2004; DfES,
2005a), initial teacher education (ITE) (DfES/FENTO, 2002) and concerns about levels of skill in
the adult population (DfES/DWP/HMT 2005). The recent interim review by Lord Leitch for HM
Treasury, Skills in the UK: The long term challenge, calls for the UK to ‘become world class on
skills – for all of our sakes’ (Leitch, 2005: 2). Numeracy is key to achieving that aim and, as
the title of a recent review of evidence from the British Birth Cohort Studies shows, Numeracy
Matters More to individuals and society (Parsons and Bynner, 2005).
In Skills for Life, literacy and numeracy are promoted as basic skills to be acquired and
utilised by adults in the workplace and elsewhere. Numeracy is defined as the ability ‘to use
mathematics at a level necessary to function at work and in society in general’ (DfEE, 1999).
The Skills for Life target is for 1.5 million adults to improve their literacy and numeracy skills
by 2007 (DfES 2003a). This target should be seen against the background of the extent of need
for literacy and numeracy in the adult population. The Skills for Life Survey commissioned by
the Department for Education and Skills (DfES) found that nearly half of all adults of working
age in England (47 per cent; 15 million adults) were classified at or below the level expected
of an average 11-year-old in numeracy (DfES, 2003a: 19).
At the same time, a disturbing picture of adult numeracy education began to emerge, with a
shortage of experienced teachers and teacher trainers. For example, a report by the
Inspectorate in 2003 found that numeracy is taught less frequently than literacy, and there is
less demand for numeracy despite equivalent levels of need (in fact, greater need, according
to the Skills for Life Survey). The report also found there is a need for greater expertise in
teaching numeracy, and numeracy is too often taught by rote rather than by understanding
numerical concepts (ALI/OFSTED, 2003). The Smith Report acknowledges that the adult
numeracy strategy is challenging and demanding for teachers and learners alike (Smith,
2004). Work is currently under way on implementing the Smith recommendations, including
measures designed to raise the profile of mathematics, improve the supply of teachers and
support CPD, while reviewing the curriculum, assessment and qualifications frameworks.
What counts as effective practice in adult numeracy education in this context is both complex
and straightforward. It is straightforward insofar as adult numeracy provision is inspected
according to standards set out in the Common Inspection Framework (ALI/OFSTED, 2001) by
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the Office for Standards in Education (OFSTED) and the Adult Learning Inspectorate (ALI)1.
However, little is known about effective practice in adult numeracy education from a research
perspective and the tendency has been for numeracy to be overshadowed by literacy in official
reports, including Inspection reports, so that information about adult numeracy is often
impossible to untangle from that on adult literacy. The relationship between effective teaching
and successful learning in adult numeracy has yet to be established; this study represents a
step towards this goal.

2.2 The Effective Practice Studies
The project reported here was conducted as part of the research agenda developed by the
NRDC, which is part of the Skills for Life Strategy (DfEE, 2001) of the DfES in England.
The project was one of a suite of four which had the common aim of investigating effective
teaching of literacy, language and numeracy to adults. The skills which the four projects
covered, and the organisations which conducted them, were:
Reading
Writing
English for speakers of other
languages (ESOL)
Numeracy

University of Sheffield
Learning and Skills Development Agency
University of Leeds and King’s College London
King’s College London.

A fifth project covered ICT; this was conducted by the Institute of Education, University of
London. It differed in that its first phase was developmental, rather than evaluative; as a
consequence, only the second phase of its data-gathering resembled that of the other four
projects, and its final sample size was smaller. Also, it had a shorter timescale, being
completed in March 2005.
The other four projects all began in July 2003 and were completed in March 2006. The motives
for them were the questions posed in NRDC’s Strategy, published in July 2003 (NRDC,
2003:30):
■
■

How can teaching, learning and assessing literacy, numeracy and ESOL be improved?
What factors contribute to successful learning?
Even before the NRDC was set up it was apparent from reviews of the field (Brooks et al.,
2001; Kruidenier, 2002) that little reliable research-based evidence existed to answer these
questions, and various NRDC reviews showed that progress in amassing such evidence,
though welcome where it was occurring, was slow (Coben et al., 2003; Barton and Pitt, 2003;
Torgerson et al., 2003, 2004, 2005). Four preliminary studies, on reading, writing, ESOL and
ICT, were undertaken between 2002 and 2004 (Besser et al., 2004; Kelly et al., 2004; Roberts
et al., 2004; Mellar et al., 2004, respectively). However, NRDC recognised a need to build on
these to expand the research base on the practice of teaching these subjects and therefore

1 The Government has recently announced that a new single organisation is to be created by merging the activities of OFSTED
with the children’s social care remit of the Commission for Social Care Inspection (CSCI), the Children and Family Court
Advisory and Support Service (CAFCASS) inspection remit of HM Inspectorate of Court Administration (HMICA) and the Adult
Learning Inspectorate (ALI) (http://www.ali.gov.uk/News/Talisman/issue_48/Strategy+board+appointed.htm, accessed 17 Feb.
2006).
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the information available to policy-makers and professionals, both teachers and trainers.
The inspiration for the design of the reading, writing, ESOL and numeracy projects, and the
second year of the ICT project, was a US study of the teaching of literacy and English
language to adult learners for whom English is an additional language (Condelli et al., 2003).
The projects were in two phases, in academic years 2003/04 and 2004/05. The targets across
the two years were to recruit and gather background data on about 250 learners, assess their
attainment and attitudes at two points during the year in which they were in the study,
interview both learners and teachers, observe the strategies their teachers used, and
correlate those strategies with changes in the learners’ attainment and attitudes.

2.3 Sample and methods
The numeracy research project team consisted of the project directors, professional
researchers, and six trained teacher-researchers.
Adult numeracy tuition is diverse in its range of provision, settings, teachers and the different
purposes of learners; it is offered both as a discrete subject and ‘embedded’ in other subjects
and vocational areas. Its purposes include academic and recreational study, vocational
training, basic skills and workforce development and the enhancement of parents’
involvement with children and schools. Learning contexts include further education (FE),
work-based learning, Jobcentre Plus, UfI learndirect, adult and community education (ACE),
family numeracy and prisons. Courses vary in length, with a variety of accreditation and
qualifications, and may have titles that do not emphasise their numeracy content, making it
difficult to track down relevant provision. There is a wide range of learners of different ages,
with various experiences of schooling and a variety of motivations, dispositions, aspirations
and needs, including more non-traditional adult learners and 16 to 19-year-olds. Reliable
data on the adult numeracy teaching workforce are unavailable, but it is likely that such
teachers vary in their experience of teaching adults in different contexts, their knowledge of
mathematics and numeracy/mathematics pedagogy (issues around teachers’ subject-specific
pedagogy are discussed in Chapter 9), and their teaching qualifications. Many teach part-time
and have originally taught in other curriculum areas such as literacy and ESOL. We aimed to
reflect the diversity of numeracy provision, and the range of adult numeracy learners, and
selected our sample accordingly.
The research was undertaken in learning contexts throughout England, including adult
numeracy, Return to Employment, Foundation ICT, family numeracy, GCSE, workplace-based
groups, JobcentrePlus, a prison and a ‘vocational taster’ numeracy course for young people
with learning difficulties, in both day and evening classes. Providers included FE colleges, a
neighbourhood college, a community group, the Army, a prison, a local education authority
(LEA) and a private training provider.
Classes to act as research sites were sought through advertising but when this produced only
one site, this was supplemented by sites found through professional contacts. As a result,
sites were clustered near to the six teacher-researchers and the core research team in north
Lancashire, Gloucestershire and London, with additional sites in Kent, Cambridgeshire and
the South-West. Our sample was thus neither random nor fully comprehensive and
representative – for example, we were not able to include any learndirect provision, nor did
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we find as many classes as we would have liked in which numeracy is taught as part of
another subject. However, that said, settings were selected so as broadly to reflect the range
of settings nationally and the proportion of learners studying in such settings. More than two
million of the 2.4 million people who took up Skills for Life courses between April 2001 and July
2004 studied in FE (House of Commons Committee of Public Accounts, 2005); the number
studying numeracy is not separately identified. We also did not seek to recruit either especially
high- or low-performing teachers, but because of the predominance of settings found through
personal contacts, the sample is likely to include a higher than average proportion of
experienced teachers in established classes. We hope that our sample may be reasonably
representative of the teaching workforce, although since all teachers were in a sense
volunteers, there may be some bias towards those who are more effective. However, since
there is little reliable evidence on the nature and qualifications of those teaching numeracy and
non-specialist mathematics to adults, it is impossible to judge the representativeness of the
teachers in our study.
A total of 4122 learners participated in the study, and we observed 34 teachers and 47 classes,
17 in Phase 1 (2003/04) and 30 in Phase 2 (2004/05). Thirty-one of these classes were in FE
colleges (11 classes of 16 to 19-year-olds and 20 classes with adults, including ESOL, ICT,
etc.), four in adult/neighbourhood colleges, two in family numeracy, four in workplaces, two
Jobcentre Plus, one Army training course, two in prisons and one private training provider.
More than half of the 47 classes (66 per cent, n=31) were based in FE colleges. By comparison,
73 per cent of all Skills for Life numeracy learners (n=265,846) were in FE nationally in 2003/04
and 79 per cent were 19 or older (Learning & Skills Council, 2005).
Class sizes ranged from one to 23 learners, with an average size of eight. A minority of the
classes observed (28 per cent) had a learning support assistant or volunteer. Most classes
were in the daytime, though around 13 per cent started in the evening; sessions lasted for
between one and three hours, with an average of just under two hours.
Phase 1 was used to develop our research instruments, which we trialled extensively at the
outset of the project. In both phases 1 and 2, we assessed learners at the beginning3, Time 1
(T1), and near the end, Time 2 (T2), of their learning programmes, undertook systematic
observations of teaching sessions, surveyed learners’ attitudes to numeracy, interviewed all
teachers and a sample of learners and gathered background information on all learners and
teachers. (A note on issues of ethnicity, nationality and language is given in Appendix B). A
total of 250 learners took the assessment at both T1 and T2, and 243 completed the attitude
survey at both times. We included only those classes where more than 30 hours of tuition were
planned. However, because of the intermittent nature of work in workplace settings, this was
not always achieved. The average number of hours attended between pre- and postassessment for each class was 39.
As well as taking a correlative approach to the quantitative data, in order to investigate
possible factors associated with effective practice the project has also provided a more detailed
qualitative description of teacher and learner attitudes and experiences to assist with insight
into causation. These descriptions are largely based on in-depth, semi-structured interviews
involving a total of 112 learners and 34 teachers. A summary of data is given below:

2 This figure is based on data from the learner background survey.
3 In phase 1, the first assessment (T1) was in January 2004 in classes that started in September 2003. This means we will have
missed any learning that took place between these dates.
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Table 2.1 Summary of data collected from 47 numeracy classes 2004–05
Phase 1
Number of:

Phase 2

Total

Time 1

Time 2

Time 1

Time 2

Classes

17

15

30

30

47
(=17+30)

Assessments

131

85

284

165

250
(=85+165)

Attitude

132

88

283

166

2434

Background

130

282

412

Observations

29

84

113

(1–2 per class)

(1–4 per class)

Teachers interviewed

16

235

396

Learners interviewed

53

59

112

Teacher background information

16

24

40

The assessment instrument consisted of 20 items from the national Skills for Life Survey, in
multiple-choice format and from a range of curriculum areas and difficulty levels, from Entry
level 1 to Level 2. The attitude survey consisted of 17 statements to which the learners had to
respond, again in multiple-choice format. The statements were based around three areas
relating to numeracy: enjoyment, usefulness and difficulty of learning.
The intention was to observe each class between two and four times, although for various
reasons this was not always possible. During 113 visits, researchers wrote a narrative account
and completed detailed schedules recording each teacher’s pedagogical approaches.
Ethical considerations
We followed the guidelines of the British Educational Research Association (BERA, 2003;
revised 2004). On visits to classes, we gave each learner an information sheet about the
project (with contact details), stressing that participation was voluntary. We told them all
names would be anonymised and they could withdraw from the project at any time.

4 243 is the number of learners who completed the attitude survey at T1 and T2 in both phases
5 One teacher was not interviewed due to technical difficulties
6 Five teachers were interviewed in both phases
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3 Teacher and learner characteristics
This chapter provides detailed background information on the teachers and the learners in
the study.

3.1 Teacher profiles
Of the 34 teachers, 25 (74 per cent) were women and nine (26 per cent) were men. Eleven
taught classes in Phase 1 only, 18 in Phase 2 only, and five taught classes in both phases.
Background data on the teachers was collected through a short self-completed questionnaire.
The mean number of years of teaching experience in numeracy or maths was just over 13,
while the vast majority of teachers reported experience of teaching on programmes at Levels
1 and 2 and GCSE and of learners over the age of 19. More than 66 per cent had experience of
teaching in secondary schools and 24 per cent in primary schools.
Twenty-seven (79 per cent) of the 34 teachers reported having a formal qualification in
mathematics or a related subject, such as science). Thirty teachers (88 per cent) reported
having a teaching qualification. Six (18 per cent) of the teachers said they had the new Level 4
qualification for teaching numeracy to adults.
3.2 Learners’ profiles
Background data on the learners were collected through a short self-completed
questionnaire, as shown in Tables 3.1 to 3.4 below.
Learners were fairly equally gender-balanced. They were of all ages but predominantly in the
younger groups, with 40 per cent between 16 and 19.
Table 3.1 Learners’ background characteristics: gender and age
% of Overall Sample (n=412)

Gender
Age Group (yrs)

Male

46.1

Female

53.9

16–19

40.5

20–29

19.9

30–39

18.7

40–49

12.1

50–59

4.9

Over 59

2.2

More than 40 per cent of learners reported their ethnic group as British, with the second
largest group being Bangladeshi. Almost three out of five learners in the sample reported
English as their first language. A variety of languages was reported as additional (second
and/or third) languages7, including English, cited by 28 per cent of learners.

7 Details of the characteristics of the full sample are given in the long report which is to be posted on the NRDC website
www.nrdc.org.uk
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Table 3.2 Learners’ background characteristics: ethnicity and first language
Percentage of overall sample (n=412)

Ethnicity

First Language

British

41.5

Bangladeshi

23.5

Asian other

7.3

Caribbean

6.4

African

5.4

Other

15.9

English

59.0

Bengali

20.6

Other

20.4

Forty per cent of the sample reported being in full-time education, and approximately 15 were
employed full-time. Around one in 10 reported being permanently sick or disabled.
Table 3.3 Learners’ characteristics: occupational status
Percentage of overall sample (n=412)

Occupational Status

Full-time employed

15.3

Part-time employed

11.9

Unemployed

10.4

Full-time education

40.8

Permanently sick/ Disabled

10.2

On Educational Maintenance Allowance (EMA)
Other

8.5
10.0

The average age learners left schools was 16. Almost 40 per cent of learners reported already
holding at least one maths or numeracy qualification, with some previously having attended
numeracy classes8.
Table 3.4 Learners’ characteristics: education and training
Sample (n=412)

Mean age left school (years)

16.0

Numeracy class attended since school (percentage)

18.9

Numeracy training at work (percentage)

9.2

In total, 93 learners (nearly 23 per cent of the sample) reported at least one factor that
adversely affected their ability to learn. Dyslexia was most frequently mentioned, with around
7 per cent of the sample citing this.

3.3 Summary
The teachers were generally experienced and well-qualified, but this is perhaps not
surprising given that they all volunteered to take part. Although there are some biases,
inasmuch as there were a large number of Bangladeshi learners, overall learners covered a
wide spread and may be more typical of the adult numeracy learner population.
8 Details of the qualifications of the full sample are given in the long report.
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4 The learners and their experiences
This chapter is concerned with the learners’ experiences of learning numeracy from their
point of view. It draws on qualitative data from classroom observations and narratives from
in-depth interviews, which give an insight into the learners’ worlds.
Researchers conducted 61 interviews including 112 learners in 38 different settings, which
represented just over a quarter of the total sample. A semi-structured interview schedule was
used, which meant that researchers did not ask every learner exactly the same questions.
The data are organised under the following themes: the differences between learning
numeracy as a child and adult; motivations for attending the course; attitudes towards
numeracy; views about the course; and perceptions of what makes a good numeracy teacher.
We have interrogated data using variables of gender, age (adult/16 to 19-year-olds) and level
of the course learners were working at (Entry level / Levels 1 and 2), although we have not
generally found any major differences between responses.
The breakdown of the interview sample is as follows:

Table 4.1 The sample of learners interviewed
Gender

Level

Age

Female: 58 (54 per cent)

Levels 1 & 2: 60 (59 per cent)

Over 19: 69 (64 per cent)

Male: 50 (46 per cent)

Entry levels: 42 (41 per cent)

16–19: 39 (36 per cent)

Missing data: 4

Missing data: 10

Missing data: 4

4.1 Differences between learning numeracy as a child and as an adult
Although many learners said they quite enjoyed their overall time at school, most found
learning mathematics ‘boring’ or ‘difficult’. Therefore, many adults spoke of their feelings of
anxiety about returning to learning to study numeracy, and most of these were women.
However, not all learners had worries and this was particularly true of the 16 to 19-year-olds,
who in many cases were, in effect, continuing at school, sometimes among their own peer
group.
Many learners contrasted school tuition with their current experience of numeracy teaching,
highlighting the smaller classes and the amount of individual attention: ‘I’ve probably had
more individual attention learning maths than I’ve ever had before.’ Many learners also cited
the relaxed atmosphere, their feelings of security and of not being afraid to make a mistake,
the lack of pressure from teachers and peers, the feeling of making progress, and the
generally stimulating level of work. Many learners told us that one of the best things about
the course was that it was not like school; they also reminded us that they were making a
choice, and that is the big difference from compulsory schooling. They also now had the
motivation to learn.
Tony:

When I was in school I was useless, and I didn’t want to learn it. But now I want to
learn it, that’s why I came here.
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A key theme that emerged from the learner interviews was that, where the teaching is good,
learners begin to understand more about numeracy/maths, and with understanding comes
enjoyment and greater confidence:
Anne:

I understand more about maths, but also, Vicky has made me feel so confident
about maths. I’ve never felt so good about maths, and for the first time ever I can
now say I enjoy maths. And that’s quite a new, big, thing for me.

We speculate that increased confidence and greater levels of understanding are likely to lead
to faster rates of learner progress.

4.2 Motivations for joining and continuing to attend the course
The data in this section come from two sources. A questionnaire-type format was completed
by 412 learners as part of their background information and a further subset of 90 also talked
about their motivations in greater depth during interview.

Table 4.2 Learners’ reasons for taking current numeracy course
Reason for doing course

Percentage of overall sample (n=412)

To get a qualification

57.5

To get a better job

42.5

To prove something to myself

37.4

To help me become more confident

37.1

To help children with homework

20.1

To help with everyday things outside the classroom

20.4

Because learners in the questionnaire were allowed to select more than one response, the
figures do not total 100 per cent. Research has established that learners’ motivations for
joining, and continuing to attend, numeracy classes are actually many, intricate and often
overlapping (Ecclestone, 2003). Table 4.2 shows that most learners reported ‘getting a
qualification’ as the main reason for doing a numeracy course, with ‘getting a better job’
being the second most popular response; clearly these two reasons are closely linked. When
the reasons were broken down by age, we found that more than twice the number of adults
over 20 said that they wanted to study numeracy to prove something to themselves; become
more confident; or help with their lives outside the classroom, as against the 16–19 cohort.
More obviously, more than three times the number of older adults cited helping their children
over the younger group.
In common with other findings (see Swain et al., 2005), these data confirm that learners
wanting to prove to themselves that they can succeed in a high-status subject is also a
powerful reason. Although giving educational support to their children comes only fifth in the
list above, it should be remembered that more than 40 per cent of the sample were aged
16–19, and so would not have children of school age. The research also confirms that only
one-fifth of learners attended numeracy courses because they perceived that they lacked
skills in their everyday lives.
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When asked the same question during interview, 90 learners gave reasons which turned out
to be multiple and more complex than the quantitative analysis suggested. The major
categories that emerged from the qualitative data were:
1. For myself: to improve knowledge of maths; keep my brain active; to fill in spare time; for
enjoyment (25 responses)
2. To provide greater options, for either future study or employment (16 responses)
3. To get a qualification, either for a particular course or job (14 responses)
4. To give educational support to my children (14 responses)
5. To get a better job or to help with my current employment (12 responses)
6. Compelled to by employer (12 responses, including eight learners in the Army)
7. Numeracy is a compulsory part of another course such as literacy or IT (12 responses)
8. To help with everyday life outside the classroom (nine responses)
9. To prove that I can succeed and overcome feelings of embarrassment or lack of
knowledge/ability (eight responses).
Some categories overlap and the number of responses was sometimes affected by
interviewers’ queries.
Once again, there were differences between adults and those aged 16–19. In addition to the
older adults saying that they wanted to study numeracy to help their children, many more
adults also said it was for themselves; to prove to themselves they could succeed; and to help
in everyday life. The 16 to19-year-old learners, however, tended to say that they did not have
the choice to study numeracy. This was because their employers told them to, because
numeracy was a subsidiary of another course, or because they were paid to attend through
Educational Maintenance Allowances (EMAs).
It was almost exclusively female learners who cited the reason of helping their children; and
it was mainly learners studying at entry level who said that they wanted to improve their
maths and feel more confident with the basics.
Policy-makers often assume that a major reason why people ought to attend numeracy
courses is to help them function more effectively in the outside world (see DfEE, 1999). This
research, however, as with a previous study (Swain et al., 2005), suggests that this was
perceived by learners as being a comparatively minor reason. Most learners said that they
could get by with the maths they already knew, although this does not negate the possibility
that they would be able to function more effectively after attending a numeracy class.
Researcher: Do you think you’ve got enough maths to get by in life?
Sarah:

If I never come again, I would still be fine.

4.3 Attitudes and dispositions towards numeracy
From the 77 learners who spoke about their feelings towards numeracy, more than twice the
number of learners reported that they liked or enjoyed numeracy (44 per cent, n=34) against
those who told us they disliked it or found it boring (21 per cent, n=16). A further 19 per cent
(n=15) thought that the subject was OK, and the rest did not give a clear answer.
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Findings from the attitude survey (taken at T1 and T2) were even more positive: from a total
sample of 243, a large majority reported that they enjoyed numeracy learning (78 per cent,
n=190), and only 22 per cent (n=53) stated that they did not enjoy it. These figures remained
broadly stable throughout the course, though there was a slight increase in those enjoying
numeracy by the end. The same proportion of learners had a positive attitude towards the
usefulness of maths (78 per cent, n=232).
It was noticeable that, during the interviews, more than one in four learners (27 per cent, n=
21) said that they were feeling more confident with maths now that they were on the course.
This was also reflected in data from the attitude survey, where the most positive shift between
the start and end of the course was towards the ease of learning numeracy. We would posit
that this growing confidence was often linked to a deepening conceptual understanding that
came from seeing connections once barriers had been lifted.
Researcher: So how did you use to feel about learning maths?
Jill:

Boring.

Researcher: Why?
Jill:

Didn’t understand it.

Researcher: What about now?
Jill:

I love it. It’s a challenge.

Researcher: That’s fantastic.
Jill:

It’s a challenge. It is like playing a game, and once you have learned the rules the
game is easy to play.

Succeeding in what many learners perceive as being a high-status subject also increased
self-esteem. It was like joining an elite club (see Dowling, 1998); as one learner put it, ‘it
makes me feel like an educated person’. The point is further illustrated in the two quotations
below:
Cilla:

I feel equal. When I’m at work now I don’t still feel that I’m a second-rate person
any more. I don’t feel that I have to prove myself any more.

Matt:

To be able to do, like when you see maths, and to be able to do it, it makes me so
proud, I am going somewhere. And I want to do more.

However, in some cases learners were also beginning to see maths in new ways:
Researcher: So has your attitude towards maths changed since you started doing the classes?
Sam:

Oh yes, yes. Yeah, yeah. You think diff… You look at things differently and um, you
know…

Researcher: New ways of looking at maths?
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Sam:

Yes. It’s just not all one straight line now, you … There’s so many different ways that
I can do now, that I didn’t think I could.

4.4 Views on the course
Learners were asked about their general feelings towards the course, and what they
considered to be their favourite and least favourite parts. They were overwhelmingly positive
about the course, with more than 90 per cent (n=91) expressing a high level of satisfaction.
Only two learners mentioned anything negative. Learners seemed to like most the relaxed
atmosphere and the way they were treated as an adult; the individual help and attention; the
friendliness of the other learners; working with, and helping other learners; the teacher and
the way numeracy was taught; feelings of progress and achievement; and the improvement in
their confidence and general self-esteem.
Learning numeracy itself was certainly important for the great majority. Some said that the
best thing was ‘learning maths’; others stressed it was the sense of achievement they gained
from it, and that they felt they were ‘getting somewhere’ and making progress.

4.5 Perceptions of what makes a good numeracy teacher
Effective practice is likely to be linked to perceptions of good teaching. We asked the learners
to say, in general terms, what they thought makes a good teacher: ‘What would they be like?’
and ‘What kinds of things would they do?’ We also put the question the other way round:
‘What are the characteristics of a bad teacher?’ Many learners were very clear about the
qualities they felt a good numeracy teacher should have.
Learners felt that the role of the teacher in the numeracy classroom was critical. Teaching
consists of a series of relationships, and good relations between the learner and teacher were
seen as crucial if effective learning were to take place.
Denise:

Being able to get on with your tutor as friends, as well, makes it a hell of a lot
easier. Because if you don’t like someone you don’t want to be there.

Learners also recognised that teachers needed to be competent if effective learning is to take
place.
Paul:

If you’ve got good teachers you’ll learn. But if you haven’t then you are not going to
learn, are you?

Many learners also stressed that it was important that they were treated by a teacher as an
adult, ‘who talks to you like you are a grown-up, not like you are stupid or whatever.’
Altogether, 83 learners responded to the question of what makes a good teacher, and we give
below a summary of their main points. In terms of frequency, the most common response
was that the best teacher was one who could explain things clearly. Many of these are similar
to those found in an earlier study, Beyond the Daily Application: making numeracy teaching
meaningful to adult learners (Swain et al., 2005). In order of frequency, a good teacher was
described as someone who:
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■
■
■
■
■
■

Has good communication skills; explains things clearly using a number of different ways,
including breaking concepts down into small steps (31 responses)
Has good relations with learners: respects learners; does not make them feel stupid; is
approachable and listens carefully to their needs (25 responses)
Makes maths interesting by being imaginative and makes sure there is plenty of variety in
each session. Does not lecture and talk too much (10 responses)
Gives individual help (seven responses)
Does not rush through the work (five responses)
Has a firm grasp of their subject (four responses).
Although ‘a firm grasp of their subject’ was not seemingly perceived by learners as being that
important, it is implicitly connected to ‘good communication skills’ (which came top); after all,
it is highly unlikely that a teacher would be able to ‘explain things clearly’ without secure
subject knowledge. Learners also mentioned several personal qualities and traits which they
thought were important. They wanted a teacher who was cheerful, had a sense of humour,
was relaxed and easy-going and made them feel welcome. Above all, they wanted someone
who was patient (18 responses).
Learners appreciated that at least some teachers were aware of the need to use a variety of
resources, and that some used them in particularly imaginative ways. Other learners told us
how much they liked playing games, including various sorting activities (‘I could have played it
forever’), and how much they learned from them. Some learners complained that they grew
bored when asked to regularly go through a series of worksheets.
Researcher: Is there anything you remember doing quite a lot of in class?
Dave:

Worksheets.

Researcher: And how do you feel about that?
Dave:

It’s good to a certain extent. But after a while… I don’t know if it’s the same with
everybody, but after a while, if I just have sheet after sheet after sheet put in front of
me, I just sit there and look at it, and lose my train of concentration. I just switch off,
if I’m given sheet after sheet after sheet because there’s no variation in it.

Those learners we spoke to thought a poor teacher was someone who:
■
■
■
■
■

Does not explain work but just gives learners work and lets them get on with it (10 responses)
Is rude and abusive (nine responses)
Rushes through work, expecting learners to understand the procedure the first time (five
responses)
Does not listen (five responses)
Does not show interest in their learners’ needs (four responses).
Once again, teachers’ explanations (in this case the lack of them) top the list. Although
learners recognised that there were unequal power relations, in the sense that they expected
to come to class to learn numeracy from teachers who knew more than they did, they wanted
to be treated as grown-ups, and did not want a teacher who was too bossy and authoritarian.
As Betty said, describing a ‘bad teacher’: it is ‘someone who dominates a classroom instead
of giving advice. I am who I am and you will do it.’
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4.6 Summary
The data suggest that once learners are able to overcome their initial anxieties, both about
the course and about mathematics, and when blocks and barriers are lifted, numeracy
courses can have a significant and positive effect on their identities – how they view
themselves, who they think they are, and who they think they might become. This is both in
general terms of improving people’s confidence and self-esteem, and in specific terms of
their identity as people who can do mathematics. Some people in this study have been able to
develop new aspirations and form new dispositions to learning. However, as this study
provides only a snapshot, we are unable to speculate either on how related these changes are
to specific learning settings, or how enduring they may be.
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5 Learners’ progress
This chapter begins by considering the criteria used to measure learners’ progress. It then
reports on the progress learners made. We describe relations between learners’ progress and
their background characteristics (such as gender and ethnicity) and in relation to their
teachers’ characteristics (such as their teaching experience and level of qualification). After
reporting learners’ attitudes, and the changes that occurred, the chapter ends by considering
the relationship between learners’ attitudes and the characteristics of teachers and learners.

5.1 What counts as progress?
Learners’ average progress in each class, as measured by the average gain in their scores on
the assessment instrument between T1 and T2, is used to judge the effectiveness of teaching
and learning in this and the other NRDC effective practice studies, as it was in the study on
which these projects are based (Condelli, 2001). However, it is important that our findings on
learners’ progress are not over-interpreted. For instance, for some (including older adults,
adults with specific learning difficulties or those with poor memories), to simply maintain
their level of skills in numeracy rather than falling back is itself a sign of personal progress
(Schuller et al., 2002). We also know that regress is an effect of time out of work for many
people (Bynner and Parsons, 1998) and learners may be particularly vulnerable to regress if
they are not regularly using the skills assessed in the study outside the classroom.
It should be noted that there are ways of monitoring progress other than gains in attainment
on a standard instrument. For instance, using a more detailed customised assessment for
each class which was more closely linked to the curriculum taught, monitoring changes in
learners’ actions in the classroom, or asking the learners themselves (see Sections 4.4–4.6).
These separately or in combination may have provided a more accurate picture.
We are also aware that our chosen assessment instrument was not as valid and reliable as
we would have liked in assessing progress, especially among the full range of learners in our
study. We needed to find items which had already been trialled reasonably successfully with a
comparable sample, assembled into a test which was sensitive to learning on a small
timescale, but which also covered a wide range of learners and could be administered quickly
and efficiently in different settings without taking too much time away from, sometimes
limited, teaching time. It proved difficult to satisfy these different requirements
simultaneously and we believe that the degree of sensitivity achieved in accurately measuring
gains in learning is considerably less than we would ideally have wanted (see also Section
8.2).
The items were selected from those used in the Skills for Life Survey after studying the
performance data; some were amended slightly after trialling. The 20 items were all
multiple-choice, incorporated a high proportion of photographs and diagrams, with only
simple text, and were presented one per page. An example of an Entry level 2 question is
shown below (see Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1 An example of an assessment item

Researchers administered the test and were able to read or explain the meaning of questions
for ESOL learners or those with language difficulties. Calculators were available on request
but were seldom used. Tests took about 30–40 minutes, but learners were often free to take
longer.

5.2 Gains in numeracy attainment measured between two time points
Of the 412 learners in both phases of the study, 250 completed an assessment at both time
points, towards the beginning and end of their numeracy course. This represents a retention
rate of 60.5 per cent. Not all of the learners absent at T2 had left the course; some were
simply absent on the day of the assessment. In this section we are presenting data only on
learners assessed at both time points.
This group of 250 was compared with the 162 assessed at T1 only in terms of a range of
background characteristics to establish that the two groups did not differ significantly. If that
were the case, the assessment data shown below could have been biased. The two groups
were compared by gender, age group, age they left school, qualifications held and factors
affecting learning, as well as by their T1 assessment score. There were no significant
differences between the groups in any of these variables.
The total percentage scores and standard deviations on the test for the 250 learners who
completed the assessment tests at both time periods (T1 and T2) are presented in Table 5.1
below. (The same test was used at both times.)

Table 5.1 Learner assessment data
T1

T2

Gain

Mean % score

S. D.

Mean % score

S. D.

Mean % gain

S.D.

Effect size

Phase 1 (n=85)

43.8

24.8

51.6

26.7

7.8*

16.5

0.31

Phase 2 (n=165)

45.5

19.5

55.6

23.2

10.1**

17.06

0.52

* significant at p<0.05), ** significant p<0.001
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It can be seen from the table that there was approximately an average 9 per cent gain
between the two time points across all learners in Phases 1 and 2. The mean gains are
statistically significant with reasonably high effect sizes, and in a test with 20 items it is
equivalent to an average learner being able to answer correctly two additional questions in
the final test administration. This is perhaps more significant than it sounds, as there were
only four questions at each of the five levels. This increase might be thought to be due to a
testing effect, given that the same test was used both times. It is true that the learners were
clearly more familiar with the form of the test on the second occasion, but generally we feel
that the two events were so far apart in time, usually with a gap of seven or eight months, for
it to be unimportant that the items were the same.
The average number of teaching hours learners received between T1 and T2 was 39.
However, there was also no correlation between number of hours attended and the gain in
score between T1 and T2 (Spearman’s rho = –0.03, p = 0.7). This finding seems counterintuitive and inconsistent with other research results. However, this may reflect particular
circumstances. For example, one of the shortest courses, the week-long course run by the
Army, was also very intensive and there was strong pressure on learners to succeed in the
test at the end of the week. In contrast, some learners who had difficulty in learning joined
two numeracy courses and so the number of hours attended was extremely high, without any
compensating gain. The finding also seems inconsistent with the smaller average gains made
in Phase 1, where the time elapsing between tests, and the number of attended hours
between them, was smaller. However, the reduction in gains in Phase 1 may be because the
first test was some way into the course in many cases, and hence we may have lost the
benefit of large rises in the early weeks of the course, when learner confidence and regained
familiarity with mathematics are both likely to be growing quickly.
In interpreting results such as these we need constantly to bear in mind the difference
between correlation and causation. For example, longer learning time would be expected to
cause greater progress, and the difference between Phase 1 and Phase 2 results supports
that, but there may be other underlying associations which explain the lack of correlation.
Conversely, a significant correlation between a type of teaching approach and gains made
does not necessarily suggest that the approach causes the gains; both may be associated with
a third factor.
Table 5.2 shows the mean gains made by each class; these are shown in rank order within
each phase. These are presented like this so that the wide distribution of mean gains in each
class can be appreciated. For example, it can be seen from Table 5.2 that there is a large
spread in the mean class gains, with the largest at more than 30 per cent and the lowest at
–13. The table also indicates the relatively small number of learners in many classes present
to be tested on both occasions.
It should be noted that negative mean gains do not necessarily indicate that learners knew
less at the end of the course than at the start. These indicate only that the mean scores on a
small sample of items were lower. Small negative differences may be within the bounds of
random test error. Larger negative differences arise only with very small groups of up to three
learners and may reflect some idiosyncratic factor related to one individual or to the different
circumstances in which the two assessments were taken.
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Table 5.2 Mean gain of classes in Phases 1 and 2 in rank order
Phase 1 classes

Phase 2 classes

Rank

Mean gain

order

%

Number of

Rank

Mean gain

learners

order

%

assessed

Number of
learners
assessed

1

27.04

9

1

32.50

5

2

13.89

6

2

31.11

6

3

13.34

5

3

23.33

5

4

12.50

6

4

20.00

2

5

9.52

7

5

17.86

7

6

5.56

6

6

16.54

13

7

4.17

4

7

15.56

3

8

3.67

5

8

14.81

9

9

3.18

11

9

14.17

2

10

2.17

10

10

12.50

12

11

1.25

4

11

10.56

3

12

1.15

2

12

10.33

5

13

- 0.33

2

13

9.58

4

14

- 0.67

5

14

9.44

3

15

- 2.77

3

15

9.05

7

16

8.89

6

17

7.08

4
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6.67

3
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5

20

6.30

9
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6.21

11
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4.44

3

23

3.97

13

24

3.75

4

25

2.33

5

26

1.11

3

27

-1.11

6

28

-4.44

3
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3
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The scatterplot (Figure 5.2) illustrates the mean scores for each class in the two
administrations of the test, at times T1 and T2. The diagonal y=x line is drawn in for the
scatterplot: any class with a data-point on the line had the same mean score both times the
test was taken. The further the point is along the line away from the origin, the greater the
scores in both test administrations. Any class above this line had a positive gain in the mean
class score between T1 and T2, while classes below it had a negative mean gain (the mean
class score was lower at the later time T2 than it had been at T1). The further the data-point
is away from the y=x line and above it, the greater is the gain, and the greater the distance
below the line, the greater the loss.
The points corresponding to most classes lie in a narrow band just above the line, indicating
similar small gains, whatever the initial mean score at time T1.

Figure 5.2 Mean class scores in T1 and T2
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5.3 Relationship between attainment gains and learners’ and teachers’ background
characteristics
A series of univariate analyses (one-way ANOVAs, see Glossary) was carried out first to
investigate if any learner characteristics were related to amount of progress made (as
measured by gain in scores between T1 and T2). The following variables were examined:
gender, age group, first language, ethnic group, having attended another numeracy class
since school, reporting a factor affecting learning and formal qualifications held. Table 5.3
below shows the mean gains in scores for each variable, as well as whether the differences
are statistically significant. It can be seen that females made on average larger gains than
males and that the 30–39 and 40–49 age groups made the smallest gains on average.
Learners from non-white ethnic backgrounds also had larger gains. The only statistically
significant difference found was that learners who said they lacked a formal qualification in
maths made greater progress. There was no correlation between the age participants left
school/full-time education and the magnitude of the gain in scores between T1 and T2
(rho = –0.04, p = 0.4).
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Table 5.3 Mean gains for different groups of learners
Mean gain in score* between T1 and T2

Gender
Age group

First language

male

5.03

female

6.04

16–19

5.29

20–29

6.02

30–39

2.73

40–49

5.2

50–59

8.92

Over 59

11.28

English

4.83

other

5.53

Other numeracy class attended since school

yes

5.00

no

5.01

Factor affecting learning

yes

6.05

no

5.42

Qualification held

yes

2.87

Ethnic group

no

7.20

white

4.75

other

5.96

* out of 60

The above variables were also entered into a regression model to see whether they could
significantly predict progress in numeracy in combination, but no significant results were
found.
We also explored differences in progress in terms of the reasons learners had stated as their
main motivation for doing the course, given as part of their background information (see
Section 4.3). As participants could select more than one such reason, these had to be treated
as separate variables. The only statistical difference found was between learners who stated
that they wanted to become more confident as opposed to those who did not. The former
group had a mean gain of eight points, while the latter had a mean gain of four points. This
difference was significant at p < 0.05. Another large difference was between learners who
stated that they wanted to get a better job and those who did not. Again, the former group
made more progress (mean gain of just under eight points) compared to the latter (mean gain
of four points). This difference approached but did not reach statistical significance (p = 0.06).
Finally, there were no significant correlations between any of the teacher characteristics we
measured and the progress of the learners in their class. As explained in Section 3.3, these
characteristics included years and type of teaching experience, and teaching and maths
qualifications held. This may seem counter-intuitive, but it mirrors other findings about
primary teachers and progress in numeracy. For example, it was shown by Askew et al. (1997)
that there was not a strong relationship between teachers’ formal mathematical qualifications
and the depth of their understanding of basic mathematical ideas, although the
connectedness of teachers’ understanding was related to gains in pupils’ learning. Similarly,
as with that study, we also found that young and/or inexperienced teachers were not
necessarily less effective than older and/or more experienced teachers, possibly because of
their more recent training experience.
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5.4 Differential gains for different levels and areas of mathematics
Table 5.4 shows the distribution of the items within the assessment in terms of the topics and
levels they covered (using the Skills for Life classifications). It also shows the initial success
rate of learners at T1 for the items in each level and the progress they made at T2. As we
have already stated, gains were generally smaller for Phase 1, perhaps because of the
shorter time period between T1 and T2 (see Table 5.1). However, the trends in the gains are
similar for both groups, and the gain sizes overlap as shown in Table 5.2, so the data from
both phases has been combined in Table 5.4 to increase the sample size. The overall mean
gain per item was 7.6 per cent, indicating that on an average item nearly 8 per cent more
learners were successful at the end than at the start.

Table 5.4 Number of items in each level and topic with success rates for each level at T1 and
T2 and the gain
Level/topic

Basic money

Entry 1

1

Entry 2

Entry 3

1

1

Money calculations

1

Whole numbers and time

1

Level 1

1

Length and scaling

1

Charts and data

1

2

4
2

1
1

Total Items

3

1

Measures and proportion
Weight and scales

Level 2

1

2
1

2
1

1

1

1

5
3

Number of items

4

4

4

4

4

Mean success T1

89.3

79.5

60.3

31.8

23.8

56.9

Mean success T2

92.4

83.5

66.2

43.8

36.6

64.4

3.1

4.0

5.9

12.0

12.8

7.6

Mean gain

20

A significant correlation was found between the difficulty of the question, as measured by the
proportion answering it correctly at T1, and the gain between T1 and T2 in the number of
people answering correctly. As the difficulty of the question increased, so the gains made
increased (n=20, rho = 0.87). One reason for small gains in the Entry level 1 and 2 items is the
high proportion of learners who answered correctly in the first assessment, so there was little
room for progress in these items. The other reason for the higher gains in Levels 1 and 2
items is that 18 groups were aiming at Levels 1 and/or 2, and just 10 were aiming only at
Entry or Pre-Entry levels (the remaining 17 were mixed). Moreover, Entry-level classes
generally contained fewer learners. Once the level is controlled for, there were no clear
differences in gain between the different mathematical topics.
We went on to investigate whether the learners with higher test scores in the first
assessment made greater progress. However, this was not so, as indicated by a near zero
correlation between learner gains and their test score at T1. In fact, the correlation was
weakly negative (n=250, rho= –0.15). This suggests that the test design allowed learners from
a range of initial attainment levels to make progress, rather than favouring those with either
initially high or low attainment. Because of the earlier finding that the harder items rise most,
it would seem that the gains made by learners with lower scores must be mainly on the
harder items.
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5.5 Changes in learners’ attitudes
A total of 415 learners completed the ‘attitude to numeracy’ questionnaire at T1 and 254 at
T2, with a total of 243 learners completing it at both time-points over the two years of the
project. Statistics in this section therefore refer to those 243 learners, unless otherwise
specified.
From the 17 statements, learners had to tick one of four options from ‘strongly disagree’ to
‘strongly agree’. The questionnaire was designed to include statements relating to usefulness,
enjoyment and difficulty of learning numeracy. Again, it is not clear that the instrument,
because of limits on length, could be sufficiently valid and sensitive to accurately monitor
changes in attitude, of the type noted in the report of qualitative data in Chapter 4.
A factor analysis of the items in the questionnaire did not yield any stable or interpretable
factors. Reliability coefficients (Cronbach’s alpha) were quite high, 0.77 and 0.80 respectively
for T1 and T2, suggesting that the instrument was a measure of one underlying factor, of
positive or negative feelings and attitudes towards mathematics/numeracy. We have therefore
analysed the data from the attitudes instrument in two ways and present them separately
below. First, we treated the 17 items in the instrument as forming one ‘attitudes’ variable;
second, we split the items into three groups, corresponding to the three sub-scales:
enjoyment, usefulness and difficulty. This grouping was theory-led rather than data-driven,
given the inconclusive results of the factor analysis referred to above.
Analysis of overall attitude scores
Scores on the single unidimensional scale could range from a minimum of 17 (indicating a
very positive attitude to numeracy) to a maximum of 68 (indicating a very negative attitude).
Table 5.5 below presents descriptive statistics of this attitudes score at both time points
(combining data from Phases 1 and 2). The average score on the scale was slightly lower at
the second time point, which indicates that attitudes were on the whole more positive at the
end of the course than at the beginning. Although numerically small, this gain was significant,
t (242) = 2.47, p = 0.01.

Table 5.5 Descriptive statistics for attitude scale
Mean score

Standard deviation

Cronbach’s alpha

T1

37.4

6.6

0.77

T2

36.4

6.8

0.80

The correlations between attainment and attitude scores, at both time points, were weak and
non-significant, as was the correlation of gains in assessment and attitude scores. These
seem surprising findings; one might expect that those with higher scores would be more
positive about mathematics and that learners demonstrating a positive change in attitudes
would make most progress. It may have been that the attitude survey was not capable of
detecting the increased confidence and enthusiasm for mathematics that we experienced in
interviewing some learners. Furthermore, there is often a complex relationship between
attitude and attainment; for example, in international comparisons of mathematical
attainment there is usually a negative correlation between the mean attitude and attainment
scores across different countries, since more difficult programmes may achieve higher scores
but leave learners less confident. In our study, it could be that some programmes which move
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forward very slowly and concentrate on consolidation do help to boost confidence, a key factor
for many adults, and hence raise attitude scores, but do not necessarily achieve large
measured gains in attainment.
Analysis of attitude sub-scales
As explained above, the 17 items of the attitude questionnaire were also divided into three
groups, according to the particular aspects of attitudes towards numeracy they intended to
measure, namely perceived usefulness (seven statements), enjoyment (five statements) and
difficulty (five statements). There were small changes in all three dimensions, all in the
expected direction; that is, learners found numeracy more useful, more enjoyable and less
difficult at the end of the course. The change between scores at T1 and T2 on the sub-scale of
difficulty was also statistically significant, t (242) = 2.91, p < 0.01. This suggests that learners
came to see numeracy as a little less difficult as a result of their course.

5.6 Relations between learners’ attitudes and their characteristics
To see whether there were any significant differences between different groups of learners,
we examined the attitude data according to gender, age and ethnicity. No statistically
significant differences were found between female and male learners. However, learners
aged 20 or older did have a significantly more positive attitude towards numeracy learning
than those aged 16–19 both at the start and the end of the course, F (5, 229) = 4.08,
p < 0.001.
It was also found that, at the start of the course, those from non-white ethnic backgrounds
had a significantly more positive attitude towards numeracy learning than those from white
ethnic backgrounds, t (239) = 2.95, p < 0.01. By the end of the course, though, this difference
was no longer significant, indicating that the attitude of learners from white ethnic
backgrounds had improved more.

5.7 Summary
Taking all classes together, significant progress was made over the length of the numeracy
courses. There was an extremely wide range of mean gains between different classes. There
was, however, little association between the size of gains and types of learner, except that
those with no previous qualifications and those wanting to become more confident tended to
make larger gains. There was no association between gains and teacher characteristics. In
contrast, there were small but positive overall changes in attitude. These tended to be
greatest for older people, and related particularly to a perception of numeracy as being less
difficult.
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6 Teachers’ practices
Chapter 6 begins by reporting on teachers’ perceptions of their numeracy teaching; it
continues with a description of the characteristics or features that were found in the
classrooms; and concludes by introducing the notion of teaching typologies.

6.1 Teachers’ perceptions of numeracy teaching
This section describes teachers’ perceptions of teaching numeracy to adults. Themes have
been chosen from the interviews to reflect some of the issues that are identified in this study,
and also to recognise that adult learners comprise a diverse population. Teachers describe
what they believe to be the features of an effective lesson, how they organise the learners and
structure their lessons. Selections have been made to try to represent a cross-section of
teachers’ views. The data are taken from interviews with teachers in both phases. Thirty-three
of the 34 teachers were interviewed, some more than once.
Learner populations
Teachers talked about issues around teaching adult education classes generally. In some
classes the range of ability was relatively small; in other classes the wide range of ability was
perceived as problematic. For instance, Brenda said that she found that it was ‘very difficult’
to give learners, who ranged from Entry level 1 to Level 3, the individual attention they
needed. However, it was possible to get learners to work well together even if the differences
in ability level were wide. As Jivanta explained, learners in her class all seemed to work well
together, even though they ranged in ability from Entry level 2 to Level 2. The group was
observed as being ‘busy’, with a good atmosphere and attendance record. Learners were seen
to get on well together and to help each other.
Even classes working at a similar level were not necessarily completely homogeneous, since
an individual might be strong in one curriculum area but relatively weak or have a learning
difficulty in another area. This is commensurate with the Government’s description of adult
learners as having ‘spiky profiles’ (DfES, 2001).
Hugh:

You have a mix of learners who are Entry level 3 in certain skills, a certain number
of skills, and Entry… Pre-Entry in other areas… I mean, that’s the difficulty, because
you will have somebody like Max who is quite capable in some areas, and yet will
find it very difficult to maybe measure something.

Other classes had distinctive populations, such as classes for learners with learning
difficulties and ESOL classes. A class for people with learning difficulties was described as
being quite diverse, with some learners showing little motivation. They would do nothing for a
whole lesson, while others would work hard. Some learners had emotional needs, others
specific learning difficulties. Their educational experience also varied, as did their potential to
make progress and attain at higher levels of mathematics. Some had joined the course from
school, others had been school refusers and some had been to special school. Some would
go on to an intermediate course and had, according to the teacher, the potential to do GCSE,
while others would need to repeat the class the following year. This diversity is illustrated in
the following quotation, where Joanna talked about an incident in a recent class involving a
male learner who had been asked to leave another course.
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Joanna:

Should have seen him last week, actually. He comes up to me and needs his
shoelace doing up and thinks I can do his shoelace up. He put his foot up, I did his
shoelace up and said: ‘There you go’ and he bent over to kiss me, it must be what he
does to his Mum [laughs]… Personal space! And there, you know, tying one person’s
shoelace when I’ve got someone else in my other ear asking me about quadratic
equations because the maths exam is on.

In some types of classes teachers often found it difficult to motivate learners. This problem
was particularly acute in classes where numeracy was taught as part of a vocational course
or as part of a Basic Skills element of a full-time course. Judy talked of her experience of
teaching on a painting and decorating course, and of how learners showed greater motivation
when numeracy was related to their potential employment.
Judy:

It’s been awful. You know, just trying to keep them in the room. They are a tough
bunch. But anyway, I did area and perimeter and of course it was something that
they do, and they knew all about it, and their tutor had told them they needed to
know all about how much carpeting and … And all of a sudden I had their attention.
When I move on to probability, it will all go out the window.

Jobseekers’ classes also had a distinct population, as they were made up of learners who
were long-term unemployed and referred by the Jobcentre. These classes could present
particular problems. Some learners attended for eight weeks and others up to six months,
which made planning for the class difficult.
Hugh:

Because they are sent by the employment centre, and if they find a job in the
meantime they go to the job and they suddenly disappear from us.

In two particular Jobseekers’ classes the majority of learners came from ethnic minority
backgrounds. Their teacher, Alex, believed that many would not have volunteered to attend a
numeracy class, and some had been coerced by the Jobcentre. He felt, therefore, that it was
up to him to create a good, purposeful, working environment, where learners could enjoy
themselves and feel they were achieving. In fact, the two classes taught by this Phase 2
teacher, Alex, were in the top three classes in terms of gains. Learners did well despite the
difficulties in terms of learner motivations for attending and difficulties with the language.
This suggests that the teacher is crucial and can really inspire learners by creating a
purposeful and rich learning environment. However, it was also clear that the classes of
similarly inspirational teachers did not make much measured progress, perhaps because the
learners in their classes found learning very difficult, and maybe had less incentive than
unemployed ethnic-minority workers whose mathematical potential was unrealised through
previous lack of education.
Features of an effective lesson
Teachers were asked about what they thought made an effective lesson. Features included
being flexible and able to use a variety of approaches to accommodate learners’ needs,
ensuring that learners were engaged in the learning process and developed a positive attitude
to the subject. Getting learners to articulate what they had understood was perceived as
important, as was enabling them to make connections to other areas of mathematics.
Good planning was mentioned as a key ingredient by some teachers:
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Helen:

You need to be planned, you need to have thought through what you are going to
deliver. You need to have taken into account the learning styles of the different
individuals. You need to have thought about the particular resources that are going
to suit those learning styles, that you are not necessarily trying to give everybody
exactly the same thing.

Flexibility was also important, not least because activities sometimes took more or less time
to work through than anticipated, and learners worked at different speeds.
In some instances the structure of a lesson could vary according to the teaching focus, as
Jivanta explained.
Jivanta:

Depends what we’re doing, really. I mean, usually when I’m just working through the
scheme of work and we’re doing, you know, whole-group activities, I start off with a
whole-group activity or something interactive usually, um, whether it’s a, you know,
pairing game or something, or something on the board where all the learners are
involved with it… then, you see it depends on what we’re doing. If we’re doing
something that needs quite a lot of differentiation I’ll perhaps give, you know, the
Entry learners something that I know they can be getting on with while I sit with the
Level 1 and 2 learners and go through their work with them and then I’ll kind of
switch… or if I can do the introduction that covers all levels, I’ll do that and give
them all differentiated work after that. Um, and then after the break I either switch
to something completely different or do something slightly different within the same
topic. Again starting with something, you know, maybe a game or something after
the break and then moving to some more practice.

It was thought important by many teachers to start from where the learners are, and as
learners were not all the same, this meant providing a variety of activities, and a range of
ways of doing things that incorporated learners’ own methods. It was also thought that
learners needed to be extended beyond their comfort zone.
Rosemary:

Starting from where the learners are, be aware of that, and pushing them on and
extending them, as far as they are comfortable going, probably a bit further. But
extending them all as far as they need to go, which is not the same for everybody. A
variety of activities and a variety of ways of doing things. Not just doing worksheets
after worksheets.

Learners needed to be engaged, focused on the task, and to be interacting with each other in
a meaningful way. According to Becky, to be effective, learning about mathematics should be
thought of as a ‘social activity’.
Becky:

I think [maths] is a lesson where people take ownership of what they are doing and
where they are actually engaged and focused on task almost all the time. Most
lessons should also include discussion and talking and debate, and I think a good
lesson is one where the learners actually dive into the topic and talk about it, and
whatever activities are given to them generate that sort of bouncing off of ideas
against each other.

The importance of learners being actively involved and participating in lessons was echoed by
other teachers. This could mean that learners were physically involved, for example by
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volunteering to write on the board, as well as mentally involved by engaging in the task.
Encouraging learners to make their thinking explicit, whether to the teacher or another
learner, was also perceived to be of value.
Allowing learners to articulate what they understood was important because it helped
learners not only to practise a ‘technique’, but also to assimilate an underlying concept.
Alex:

Something that allows learners to speak. You have always got to hear learners
speak. In numeracy lessons you have got to be both practising techniques and trying
to get to the underlying concept behind. So learners need to have a grasp of
concept, grasp of what… they are doing and why they are doing it. So in other words,
what are the bases of the maths behind it? But also they have got to somehow
assimilate the technique. So practice of the technique but without the inbuilt
understanding and the underlying concept that could be easily forgotten. You need
to have both elements in there.

Teachers felt that rather than teaching concepts as discrete entities, learners should be made
aware of the connectedness of ideas in mathematics so that what is taught is linked
coherently with what had been taught before, as well as what would be taught in the future.
Organisation of learners
As will be shown from the observational data in the next section (6.2), teachers organised
learners in a number of ways although, as in the reading study, the most common forms were
the whole class together or individuals working on their own.
In some instances, the organisation of learners was a management issue. For Becky, class
size, with about nine mixed-ability learners, meant that the organisation of learners was
regarded as a time-management issue. To make the best use of her time, learners would be
taught as a group to begin with, before starting on individualised work. Rheanne, on the other
hand, explained she wanted learners to work in groups for practical work, but in pairs or
alone for written work. For some teachers, ways of working were relatively fluid and were
largely dictated by the nature of the activity.
Becky:

The way I normally do it is to recap on what we have done before, and if I am
extending that topic or introducing a new topic I will usually do some sort of starter
activity at the beginning of the session, and then either get everybody working in
small groups or pairs, or perhaps a group activity that everybody is involved in.

As Margaret explained, lessons started with some individual work, but also sometimes
included group work to give the learners an opportunity to work together on an activity that
had some relevance to all learners.
Margaret:

I try to make sure there is something for everybody to do when they come in.
Sometimes that is just they haven’t finished homework, but I try to have at least one
worksheet, whatever, so someone is not sitting waiting, and then try to get to
everybody at some point in the lesson. And then we have, occasionally, just so they
can work together, in the middle of the session we have done an activity together… I
have tended to do something, and intentionally make it something that isn’t on their
targets, but is appropriate to everybody. So looking through the tests, I did something
on shape that would come up for all of them, and could be done at multi-level, really.
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Group work was seen as a way of developing class cohesion, especially among particular
groups of learners, such as those in prison. One advantage of small group work, noted by
some teachers, was that individuals could use their particular strengths to support one
another. However, some potential difficulties with group work were also noted. As one teacher
explained, she would sometimes tell one of the more able learners to help another group.
She was aware, however, that with lower-ability groups in particular, the more able learner
might merely provide the correct answer rather than helping other learners to work out
answers for themselves.
In some cases, the structure of the lesson was influenced by the type of course. This was
particularly true with the five-day course run by the Army. There was also a problem in a
work-based course, where learners came and went at different times throughout a given
period. In this instance, coursework tended to be very individualised out of necessity, and
although the teacher hoped that it would be possible that learners working on the same topic
would be able to work together, this rarely happened.
Other teachers actively favoured independent working. According to Tara, during
individualised work the learning experience was enhanced by learners having access to a rich
variety of resources including worksheets, textbooks and online materials. Some teachers
were keen to have learners actively engaged in carrying out activities together. However this
was not always easy, as some learners were reluctant to work with others and preferred to
work alone, getting through as much work as possible independently.
Tara:

I have tried to make it as student-centred as possible, trying to get them to work
together. But they are such a hard-working group, they just want to work
independently. Or they want to get through the work really fast […] I mean, some
people just naturally work together, and some people you have got to make them. I
mean, I am trying, but you saw, they just didn’t speak once, just working away.

Teachers in one FE college had been involved in the DfES Standards Unit project Thinking
Through Mathematics, piloting approaches and materials designed to involve learners by using
a range of practical activities which explicitly promote collaborative learning, discussion and
reflection (DfES, 2005b). Positive feedback from learners as to how much more interesting
these sessions were had convinced many teachers in this college of the value of such
methods. Rosemary said that she now thought of herself as a ‘facilitator’, helping learners to
iron out misconceptions, rather than simply imparting knowledge.
Getting learners to articulate their ideas, either to the teacher or another learner, enabled
teachers to become aware of learners’ misconceptions, because without understanding, no
matter how much practice was undertaken, ‘the underlying concept… could easily be
forgotten’. Questioning learners, often repeatedly, was seen as a good way, not only to find
out what they were thinking, but also to help them clarify their ideas.
Rosemary:

I try to ask questions that I think will help to work out what they are doing, where
they are at the moment. Clarify to me what they are thinking. And they are supposed
to lead them through. Try to get them to identify and clarify things in their mind as
well.

However, knowing the right questions to ask is a skill in its own right and is not always easy,
especially with ESOL learners, partly because of the language barrier, but also because some
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may be more used to being given facts to learn rather than being asked to think for
themselves.
These are some of the key points that teachers told us when they were asked what they
thought made an effective lesson. These have been drawn out and summarised by us.
Features included:
■

■
■
■
■
■
■

Being flexible and able to use a variety of approaches in order to accommodate learners’
needs; learners work at different speeds, and activities sometimes take more or less time to
work through than anticipated
Enabling learners to make connections to other areas of mathematics
Good planning, including anticipating learners’ responses
Starting from where the learners are, providing a variety of activities, and a variety of ways of
doing things that incorporate learners’ own methods
Extending learners beyond their ‘comfort zone’
Getting learners to interact together, and viewing learning as a social activity
Encouraging learners to make their thinking explicit to the teacher and to other learners;
allowing them to articulate what they understand.

6.2 Classroom characteristics
As we have already noted, a total of 34 teachers were observed in 47 settings9. The findings in
this section are based on analysis of researchers’ reflective observations that were completed
retrospectively after each session. The analysis of sessions was divided into seven different
aspects:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

structure/organisation
teachers’ role
teaching process
learners and learning
teacher-learner relations
materials
mathematical pedagogy (Phase 2 only).
A numbering system from 0–3 was used to indicate the emphasis the researcher gave each
characteristic of the lesson: 0 indicates that it was not observed; 1, that it was observed to a
very limited extent; 2, that it was observed to some extent, and 3, that it was observed to a high
degree. The reflection sheet therefore allows us to describe the characteristics of the lessons
as a whole. Results for each class are based on the average ratings for between one and four
session observations, with an average of 2.4 observations over the two phases. A graph
showing the average score in each category for all classes is shown at the end of the section.
The first paragraph of each of the following sections summarises the findings. This is
followed by a figure showing the percentage of teachers who used each strategy not at all, to
a limited extent, to some extent or to a high degree during their classes.

9 Some teachers taught in more than one setting, and some settings had two teachers teaching as part of a job-share
arrangement.
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Structure and organisation
Few sessions had a mental starter (that is where the whole class developed and practised
mental and oral skills) and the majority did not have a final plenary or recap by the teacher of
work covered during the lesson. The most common methods of class organisation were to
teach the class as a whole group or have individuals working on their own. Overall, very little
group work was found, although it was a little more common to find learners working in pairs.

Teacher’s role
The great majority of teachers were enthusiastic. They gave both praise and encouragement
to their learners, they gave feedback to learners on their work and they monitored learning as
it was taking place. Most teachers also used direct teaching, and the majority were flexible
and able to respond to learners’ needs. Teachers were seen encouraging discussion among
learners on a regular basis in about half of the sessions, although less than a third
consistently set up collaborative learning.

Figure 6.2 The teacher’s role
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The teaching process
Most teachers demonstrated good subject knowledge, gave clear explanations and worked
through examples. The majority used a range of activities and broke down work into smaller
steps. Teachers were seen differentiating work, making connections to other areas of
mathematics, or asking higher-order questions, in about half the sessions observed.

Learning
Learners were engaged in their learning for the majority of the time and were given time by
the teachers to gain and develop understanding. Learners were challenged and stretched, or
had their individual needs addressed, in about half of the sessions. While learners were seen
being given opportunities to discuss an activity, there were fewer occasions when they were
judged to be learning from each other during discussions with their peers. There were even
fewer opportunities for them to raise their own issues or influence the content of the lesson,
and learners’ own interests were only rarely incorporated.

Figure 6.4 Learning
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Teacher-learner relations
There was great deal of mutual respect between teachers and learners and most learners felt
free to express themselves. Teachers shared the overall goals of the lesson with the learners
in about half of the sessions.

Figure 6.5 Teacher-learner relations
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Materials
Resources were judged to have supported and enhanced learning in the majority of sessions.
Hardly any teachers used any practical apparatus, games, computers or calculators. While
worksheets were used extensively, few teachers used textbooks. Teachers used a plain
whiteboard at the front of the class in about a half of the sessions.

Figure 6.6 Materials – showing breakdown of materials used
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Mathematical pedagogy
This term refers to seven characteristics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Manipulative: the teacher uses concrete materials to model numbers (e.g. counting money);
Visual: the teacher uses pictures or diagrams to aid understanding (e.g. a picture of a cake to
show fractions);
Symbolic: the teacher uses numbers and letters (e.g. 4 + 3 = ?);
Procedural: the teacher shows learners an algorithm or procedure that is needed to find the
answer (e.g. 24 x 7);
Conceptual: the teacher develops meaning and understanding, making connections to other
areas of mathematics (e.g. linking fractions to decimals);
Strategic: the teacher asks learners to think about how they would solve a problem, (e.g. what
instruments/strategies you would need to use to find the height of a door);
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7.

Contextual: the teacher relates mathematics to the world outside the classroom (e.g. creates
graphs by using data likely to relate to learners’ lives).
The majority of the teachers asked learners to follow procedures using symbols (mainly
numbers). There was less emphasis on conceptual understanding or relating topics such as
fractions to other areas of mathematics. Although about half of the sessions showed teachers
relating mathematical topics to the world outside the classroom, and employing visual
techniques to aid understanding, very few teachers asked learners to solve problems or used
concrete materials.

Figure 6.7 Mathematical pedagogy
Observed to a high degree
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Not observed
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Overall
Figure 6.8 is a summary of all the 48 categories that were used to analyse teachers’
pedagogical approaches, and it presents the average degree to which each was observed
across all of the sessions observed.
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Figure 6.8 Mean ratings for each teaching characteristic in order of frequency
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The table shows the most common form of organisation was whole-class and learners
working individually. There was less group or collaborative work, and it was less typical to find
learners working with, and learning from, each other.
Most teachers followed a set scheme of work and it was rare for them to incorporate
learners’ personal interests. The main pedagogical approach employed was for teachers to
show learners procedures, breaking concepts down into smaller parts and demonstrating
examples. Resources were generally used to enhance and support learning. The use of
worksheets was widespread, and there was little use of practical apparatus, games or ICT.
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Teachers generally had adequate subject knowledge, gave clear explanations and provided a
variety of learning activities. It was less usual for teachers to differentiate work, make
connections to other areas of mathematics, or ask higher-order questions to encourage
higher-level thinking or to probe learners’ blocks and misconceptions.
Mutual respect between teachers and learners was high, and learners felt free to express
themselves. Teachers were invariably enthusiastic and gave learners lots of praise and
encouragement. They also usually monitored learning and gave learners feedback.
On the whole, learners were generally highly engaged; they were often challenged and
stretched; they were given time to gain understanding, and the majority had their individual
needs met.

6.3 Teaching typologies and other factors
Based on the classroom observations, it was decided to classify teachers according to their
teaching approach. Three approaches to teaching were identified: the connectionist and
transmission styles (Askew et al., 1997), and the constructivist/scaffolder style, after Bruner
and Vygotsky (see Wood, Bruner and Ross, 1976; Vygotsky, 1993). No teacher in the sample
used a discovery approach to teaching, that is where, guided by the teacher and materials, the
teacher believes that learners should discover the intended outcome of the lesson (Askew et
al., 1997; Hammer, 1997). Distinguishing features of each approach are given below. It should
be noted that we have adapted the definition of these styles to apply not to teachers’
orientations, which they were originally used to describe in the work of Askew et al., but to
observed behaviours. This is partly why we have found it necessary to add the category of
constructivist, since there seemed to be two distinct teaching styles used by teachers who
might all have been described by Askew et al. as connectionist in orientation.
■

■

■

The connectionist teacher is concerned to develop the conceptual understanding of learners
and frequently makes connections to other areas of mathematics, including moving between
symbolic, visual and verbal representations.
The transmission teacher is principally concerned with mastery of skills. Mathematics is seen
as a series of discrete packages to be taught in small steps emphasising procedures rather
than conceptual understanding.
Using the constructivist/scaffolder style, the teacher works alongside learners, coconstructing concepts and asking questions. The teacher provides a series of activities to help
raise learners’ thinking and conceptual understanding to a higher level.
The teaching typologies described above should be seen as theoretical ideal types. Most
teachers use combinations of the different approaches to varying extents. We are not
attempting to make value judgments as to whether any one approach is preferable; indeed,
each could be perceived as appropriate to different purposes in teaching mathematics.
We also decided to classify the teacher approaches on a continuum by looking at other factors
such as whether it was open or closed. In open classes the teacher allowed learners to shape
the content and pace of the lesson and would often start from where the learners were
(learner-centred). In closed classes teachers retained control of the lesson, working to a fixed
plan with a predetermined end point (teacher-centred).
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Learner engagement in the lessons was also classified according to whether learners were
observed to be active or passive participants. Active learners were visibly engaged on a task
either individually or, more usually, in a pair or group. There was a buzz of involvement and
learners were seen to be interacting with each other and the teacher. In contrast, passive
learners were judged to be working in a perfunctory manner, seemingly going through the
motions without being particularly involved with the task/activity. On occasions they might be
sitting still, possibly listening to the teacher but not interacting with the teacher or with other
learners.
Teaching typologies; whether the teaching was open or closed; and whether the learners
were active or passive; were all scored using the four-point scale described in Section 6.2.
The findings will be discussed in Chapter 7, and illustrated in Figure 7.4.

6.4 Summary
Teachers felt they needed to be well-prepared, knowledgeable and in particular flexible to
cope with the diversity of learner attainment, attitude, preferred mode of learning and
attendance patterns. Some thought that this diversity, together with the range of possible
types of activity to meet different mathematical aims, meant that no one pattern of lesson
activity or organisational method was optimum, even with a specific class.
The session observation revealed that whole-class and individual work predominated, with
teachers demonstrating procedures and learners working through worksheets. There were
few higher-order questions, little pair or group work, and little use of practical resources or
ICT, although activities were varied. Learners were usually highly engaged and relations were
good between teachers and learners, with teachers enthusiastic, generous in giving praise
and clear in their explanations.
Teaching typologies were identified to try to describe differences between approaches.
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7 Teaching and learning: correlations between
practice and progress

This chapter looks at correlations between learners’ progress in attainment and attitude, and
observed classroom characteristics and teaching approaches. The chapter ends with an
example illustrating effective practice.
In our analysis we make the distinction described in Chapter 6 between classroom
characteristics and teaching approaches, although they are inextricably linked. Classroom
characteristics are based on the classroom sessions we observed and include both the
features of the teachers’ and the learners’ activity. Teaching approaches relates to teachers’
pedagogy, which is likely to be based on their perceived role and beliefs about teaching,
learning and the nature of mathematics. This includes the degree to which the pedagogy is
‘open’ or ‘closed’, and the learners ‘active’ or ‘passive’.

7.1 Correlations between class characteristics, progress and attitude
We computed correlations between the average scores for each of the classroom
characteristics observed and the class gains. Most of the correlations were relatively low and
not significant, whether or not we controlled for the effect of the phase when the observations
occurred. Since the gains were larger in Phase 2, and there were minor changes in the
observation instrument with more observations made per class, we have used only the Phase
2 data with 29 classes for the next section.
One significant positive correlation was found. This was between learners’ progress and the
extent to which procedural teaching was taking place (Spearman’s rho = 0.45, p = 0.01). Figure
7.1 shows a scatterplot that illustrates these relationships with the extent to which the
characteristic was observed in each class on the x-axis and the assessment gain for each
class on the y-axis.
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Figure 7.1 Scatterplot of amount of procedural teaching and mean gain in
assessment scores (Note: the amount of procedural teaching was rated on a 0–3 scale
with 0 = ‘not observed’, 1 = ‘observed to a very limited extent’, 2 = ‘observed to some
extent’, 3 = ‘observed to a high degree’, and is averaged across observations of a class)
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Strategy 7.4 – Procedural teaching

Procedural teaching involves teaching showing discrete procedures for learners to follow in
order to carry out a computation or technique. As Figure 7.1 illustrates, classes where
procedural teaching was observed to a very limited extent (values below 1.5 on the
scatterplot) tended to make less progress than those where procedural teaching was
emphasised more. However, there was no clear difference in the progress made by classes
where procedural teaching was observed to either some extent or to a high degree (between 2
and 3 on the scatterplot).
It is not immediately clear why those classes where lower degrees of procedural teaching
were observed performed less well. It could be that teachers were concerned to support
learners who had difficulty with retaining procedures, and were thus more inclined to
emphasise more conceptual aspects with learners who made less progress. The assessment
instrument did include procedural knowledge but there did not seem to be an over-emphasis
on this.
Two significant but low negative correlations were found. These were between learner
progress and the amount of individual work taking place, and the extent to which appropriate
resources were used to support and enhance learning (rho = –0.34, p = 0.02 and rho = –0.32,
p = 0.03 respectively). In other words, classes in which these characteristics were observed
less were more likely to have made positive gains (Figures 7.2 and 7.3).
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As can be seen from Figure 7.2, almost every class contained individual work at least to a
limited extent, and the relationship is not strong; indeed, one of the classes that made the
best progress contained a significant amount of individual work. However, classes in which
individual work was observed to a large extent (above 2.5 on the graph) generally seemed to
make a little less progress.
During the study, we observed some classes in which the teacher relied almost entirely on
individual work, generally based on worksheets and portfolios. One disadvantage of classes
where individualised work predominated was that the teacher was sometimes in high
demand, and could spend only a limited amount of time with each learner. However, once
again, there are circumstances that dictate that learners work in this way: in work-based
learning, individual learners might start and leave at different times, and some classes had
only one or two learners. As we reported in Section 6.1, some teachers also said that some
learners preferred to work this way.
The weak but significant negative correlation found between the extent to which appropriate
resources were used to enhance and support learning and learner progress is more difficult
to explain. First, though, the term use of resources to ‘support and enhance learning’ is a
value judgement and different researchers may have had different interpretations, and
second, in the analysis we were unable to identify the combination of resources being used.
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The correlation could be the result of a confounding variable, i.e. a negative characteristic of
the class affects learners’ progress and cancels out any positive effect from the use of
resources. In this case there might well be a tendency for more resources to be used in
classes where learners had the most difficulty in learning numeracy. Note that the use of
resources is not strongly related to gains.

7.2 Correlations between teaching approaches and gains in progress and attitude
The results are shown in Figure 7.4. Within this triangle, each dot represents a class. The
position of the dot indicates the teaching typology, which is a balance between transmission,
connectionist and constructivist methods. The closer the dot is to one of the angles, the more
important this method was judged to be within the teaching typology. The shade/pattern of
the dot represents the progress the class made: black-dot classes made negative progress,
white-dot classes made poor but positive progress, grey-dot classes made reasonable
progress, and striped-dot classes made good or very good progress. As can be seen, there is
no perceptible pattern within this triangle. This indicates that there is no clear relationship
between teaching typology and class progress.
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Figure 7.4 Pattern between teacher typology and class gains
Transmission

Connectionist

Constructivist

We also found no significant correlations either between any of these three factors, or
between teaching typologies and changes in learners’ attitudes.
This lack of success in finding significant correlations between teaching typologies and either
gains in attainment or in attitude again seems surprising. However, such findings are not
unusual in the mathematics education literature, where it is first the learner variables and
second the curriculum followed which seemed to be the essential factors; the effect of the
manner in which the teaching takes place is either not detected or is very small (Burstein,
1992; Galton, 1989). Mortimore et al. (1988), in a large-scale study of primary attainment in
London, estimate the effect of the teacher as accounting for less than 10 per cent of the
variance left after the very much stronger effects of differences in pupil variables have been taken
into account. Our study, having a much smaller sample of learners and instruments which are
probably less sensitive, was not able to measure at this level of discrimination.
It thus seems likely that in our study too, factors which cannot easily be determined in a
large-scale survey may have more influence on their learning and changes in attitudes than
any specific easily-observed difference in teacher behaviour. These factors include learners’
strength of motivation, self-discipline, aspirations, abilities and dispositions towards
numeracy, socio-cultural background and previous experiences both inside and outside the
classroom.

7.3 Analysis of features of practice in classes where learners made the greatest progress
We went on to examine the highest performing classes, in the sense of those that made
greatest gains, in greater depth to find out whether any particular features distinguished the
teaching of these classes from the others. We selected the five classes that made the most
progress, all achieving mean gains of more than 15 per cent. We then compared these five
classes with the full sample in several different ways, as described below. We also looked for
differences in the teachers’ background characteristics.
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There was a considerable variety of teaching typologies even within these five classes. Two
teachers were judged to use a connectionist/constructivist approach, one a connectionist/
transmission approach and two a transmission approach. While the teachers in the two best
performing classes (both of which achieved more than 30 per cent attainment gains)
predominantly used a balance of constructivist and connectionist approaches, other classes
taught using similar approaches performed much less well. A typical example of a
connectionist/constructivist lesson with one of these two highest performing classes is given
in Section 7.4.
When we came to look at the other teaching approaches, we found that the learners in four of
the classes were relatively active (that is they were classified as scoring 2 or 3 on the fourpoint scale 0–3 already described), and the teaching tended to be closed, with only one
teacher scoring 3 for an open teaching style. There were no clear associations with either the
way the classes were organised (in terms of whole-class, individual or group teaching), or
with the teachers’ levels of experience and qualifications.
We also examined the classroom characteristics within the five classes to find whether they
differed from those observed in the sample as a whole. Using the quantitative data from
classroom observations, we calculated the effect size for each characteristic. This measures
the size of the difference between the average extent to which that characteristic was
observed in the five top-performing classes and that for the sample as a whole. The higher
the effect size (either positive or negative), the more pronounced is the difference between
these five classes and the rest of the sample. Table 7.1 shows the characteristics that had
effect sizes higher than 0.5. The positive effect sizes were factors which occurred to a greater
extent in the five top-performing classes, while the negative ones are those which occurred to
a lesser extent than in the sample as a whole.
We went on to run significance tests (t-tests) for each of these characteristics; the
characteristics shown in bold in Table 7.1 are those for which there is a significant difference
in extent (p < 0.05) between the five top-performing classes and the average.
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Table 7.1 Characteristics with effect sizes >0.5 i.e those which best distinguish the five
highest performing classes from the average (bolded characteristics also significant at
p<0.05)
Characteristics observed to a greater(+) or lesser(-) extent in the top 5 classes

Whole class teaching

Effect size

+1.06

Learners linking work to previous knowledge

+0.93

Use of whiteboard

+0.90

Use of interactive board

+0.88

Use of plenary session

+0.87

Teacher engages in direct teaching

+0.82

Teacher sets up practical activities

-0.78

Teacher links maths to previous work

+0.76

Teacher works through examples

+0.75

Teacher shares overall goals with learners

+0.75

Mathematical pedagogy: procedural

+0.72

Mathematical pedagogy: symbolic

+0.67

Learners learn with and from each other

+0.65

Individualised work

-0.65

Learners disrupt the session

-0.64

Teacher sets up written activities

+0.63

Learners copy from board

+0.58

Mathematical pedagogy: manipulative

-0.58

Use of practical apparatus

-0.57

Pair work

+0.56

Learners feel free to express themselves

+0.55

Teacher links work to real life

+0.55

Mathematical pedagogy: conceptual

+0.52

It can be seen from Table 7.1 that the classroom characteristics which have a large positive
effect size and are significant in distinguishing the five groups with the highest gains from the
average for all groups were mainly associated with traditional front-of-class teaching of
mathematical procedures, including a final ‘plenary’ session to summarise the lesson.
We went on to check which characteristics also had effect sizes over 0.5 in the five lowestperforming classes as compared with the average, and at the differences between these two
extreme sets.
Some characteristics occurred more frequently than average in both the highest and lowest
performing groups and thus did not differentiate between them. These characteristics were
the extent of:
■
■
■

whole-class teaching (effect sizes of +1.06 and +0.60 respectively for highest and lowest
performing groups)
use of whiteboard (effect sizes of +0.90 and +0.71)
learners learn with and from each other (+0.65 and +0.80).
No characteristics appeared less frequently in both groups when compared with the average.
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The fact that greater proportions of whole-class teaching are associated with both highest
and lowest gains was also found in the primary numeracy studies carried out by the
Leverhulme Numeracy Research Project (Brown et al., 2001).
However, there were two characteristics where the effect sizes for the highest and lowest
performing groups appeared with opposite signs in the two lists, thus showing that they not
only differentiated each group from the average but very clearly differentiated between these
groups from each other. These were:
■
■

teacher sets up practical activities (–0.78 and +1.74 respectively for the highest performing
and lowest performing groups)
mathematics pedagogy: procedural (+0.72 and –0.99).
Thus the teachers of the five groups that made the highest gains generally taught
mathematical procedures more than the average teacher, and very much more than the
teachers of the five groups which gained least. This is consistent with procedural teaching
having the highest correlation with gains for the whole sample, reported in Section 7.1.
Similarly, teachers of the five groups that made the highest gains made less use of practical
activities than the average teacher and very much less use than teachers of the five groups
who made the least gains. While not completely consistent with the correlation evidence,
there is obviously a strong association between this observation and the only characteristic
which was negatively correlated with gains, which was ‘appropriate resources are used to
enhance and support learning’.
As we noted in Section 7.1, it is important to guard against converting distinctions into
causations. In this case it seems likely that teachers decide to use practical equipment for
learners who have difficulties in learning; in almost all such classrooms we observed, we felt
this use was appropriate.
Similarly, teachers would be unlikely to try to teach formal procedures to learners who had
experienced problems in remembering these in the past; it would be more likely that they
would do so for faster learners. We do not therefore believe that the conclusion should be
drawn that procedural teaching causes greater learning and practical activities cause lesser
learning.
Other aspects of what would normally be regarded as effective practice were used more
among the lowest-performing classes, e.g. collaborative work, teaching of strategies as well
as procedures, teachers emphasising making connections and hypotheses. Again, we do not
believe that these are counter-productive; indeed, we found classes where researchers with
many years of experience in education thought that the teaching was generally very good but
learner progress was weak. Equally, we observed some teaching we felt was of lower than
average quality but where progress was strong.
Finally, we also checked to see if the characteristics of the learners might have an effect. The
five highest attaining classes all contained adults over 19 and tended to be dominated by
older learners without any major language difficulties, which further supports the results in
Section 5.3. No other clear associations were found.
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7.4 An example of effective practice
The aim of this section is to present a detailed description of one teacher’s numeracy class as
an example of effective practice. We also believe that readers need to see what a numeracy
class looks like from the inside.
The class took place in an FE college in London, and ran for two hours on one evening each
week. It consisted of about 14 learners working at Entry level 3 to Level 1, and the age range
was 18 to 60-plus. The teacher was an experienced numeracy tutor; she has a PGCE in
secondary education; her highest maths qualification is at A-level; and, at the time of the
observation, she had been teaching numeracy for 21 years.
In terms of assessment results, this class achieved an average gain of more than 30 per cent,
with many learners making exceptional progress. In addition, learners’ enthusiasm towards
numeracy was noticeable both from the attitude surveys and the class observations. This was
achieved by using a predominantly connectionist and constructivist approach which
emphasised conceptual understanding rather than routine procedures. Mathematics learning
was conceived as participating in a network where the teachers and learners construct
concepts together.
The teacher created a non-threatening atmosphere and learners’ misconceptions were used
as examples to discuss with the whole group. Learners were encouraged to discuss problems
and concepts both between themselves and with the teacher, building a strong collaborative
culture. Numeracy learning was viewed as social activity in which people took ownership of
what they were doing, and where understanding was formed through discussion. A variety of
group, individual and whole-class teaching was used; however, even when learning was
organised on an individual basis the learners were still encouraged to discuss problems and
help each other, developing a greater understanding. The class was taught in an open style,
which allowed higher-order, diagnostic questioning that uncovered learners’ thinking.
A range of materials and teaching resources was used, from worksheets to games and
activities including whole-class role-play. Calculators were freely available. The teacher used
problem-solving activities which challenged the learners. She was also flexible and able to
change direction to respond to the learners’ needs.
Figure 7.5 is an extract from a researcher’s observation sheet. It is a narrative account that
was filled in contemporaneously, and attempts to describe what was going on. Of course it
only provides a partial snapshot, and for the purposes of this example, and in the interests of
space, we are only using the first hour of the session. The comments that appear in italics are
retrospective and were not included on the original sheet; they are not intended to be
exhaustive, but provide characteristics of what we believe constitute effective practice. The
narrative also shows how complex teaching is; how many decisions teachers have to make;
and how hard they often have to work. The names of the teacher and learners have been
changed.
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Figure 7.5 A narrative account of a numeracy session from a researcher’s observations sheet
Time Content/focus of the session

7.00 Topic: Percentages
Becky (BH) holds up an individual mini-whiteboard (A4 white laminated card) with ‘%’
hand-drawn on it. She asks the learners to tell her what it is and what it means. In
response to one learner saying it looked like a division sign, she draws a division sign [÷]
on the main (fixed) whiteboard and initiates a discussion about the relationship between
percentages, fractions and decimals.
She asks learners to call out different percentages that they had come across, and she
writes them up on the main whiteboard . BH writes up: ‘10% means divide by 10’. She
makes no further comment.
The teacher asks open questions; does not give answers; initiates discussion, looks at
relationships and connections and assesses learners’ prior knowledge. The teaching is
interactive and the teacher reinforces understanding.
7.15 BH gives learners small cards with statements on two lines (e.g., I have 76. Who has 10
per cent of £6,500?) Learners have to read out their questions and answer if they have the
right answer, otherwise keep quiet. BH: ‘If your neighbour is quiet they may be asleep, so
you can look at your neighbour’s card.’ At the end Becky confirms to the class that they
were all able to calculate 10 per cent of the amount.
BH (having drawn on small whiteboard): ‘10 per cent of 30? So what’s 5 per cent? So
what’s 30 per cent? If I wanted 90 per cent of 500?’ Greg says, ‘Take off 10 per cent’. BH
asks for a number and Greg says ‘300’: ‘50 per cent of 300? What’s 75 per cent of 300? Half
is 50 per cent, then halve that and add it to the 150. Notice we’re talking about a half and a
quarter.’ Learners call out the answers; Becky writes on large whiteboard. BH: ‘Can you
see a pattern? What’s 55 per cent of 300? You can do it however you like.’ Learners hold up
their whiteboard cards as they do it. They ask each other what they’ve got. Becky helps one
man (Moji). She asks (re 55 per cent of 300) ‘What would be an easy percentage?’ Moji: ‘50
per cent’. BH: ‘Sandra, tell Moji what to do’ (she does). ‘One way is to use what you know
here and here’ (shows examples on main whiteboard).
BH points out there are many different ways of doing percentages. In some situations one
method is good, in others, another method might be better. ‘17-12 per cent. If you think you
know what to do, write it down on your board. 10 per cent; 5 per cent; 2-12 per cent. What
have they done here? Can you work out 17-12 per cent of 300?’ (shows it written on mini
whiteboard with figures above each other). Learners work out each element and then add
them together. BH asks why they’ve added them. Learners explain. BH: ‘That’s VAT. It’s not
too bad. Now try it with my nice number (400). Just to see how comfortable you are with it,
I’ll give you an even nicer number (800).’ Sandra gives the right answer. BH: ‘Did you do
that in your head? That’s impressive. So 17-12 per cent doesn’t hold any threats for you. How
about 63 per cent? How will I break that down?’ (Learners call out different ways of
breaking down 63 per cent). BH: ‘Distinguish between ones you can do in your head and
more tricky ones – you’d use a calculator for those.’
BH: ‘Let’s try 63 per cent of £800.’ She goes around the room (using the space in the
middle) helping learners as appropriate, e.g., not lining numbers up. BH: ‘There’s a terribly
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dangerous thing happening to everyone in the room and it’s all my fault! Karen, let me
show what you did.’ She writes 400 wrongly aligned with the other numbers to be added.
BH: ‘Be careful that you always find percentages of the same number (800). Always refer
back to the number you’re finding the percentage of.’ BH: ‘Will 63 per cent be more than
half or less than half? Always think about doing a check. There are different ways of
checking. We can learn some of those as we go along.’ BH: (writing on whiteboard): ‘When
you see 25 per cent what does it mean? A quarter; 75 per cent, three-quarters; 33-13, a third.’
The teacher uses interactive games and asks questions. She builds on, and uses, learners’
strategies, points out that there are many different strategies that can be used, highlights that
some may be better than others, and shows learners which ones to use. The teacher is, again,
getting learners to look for patterns. The learners work collaboratively; some assume a
teaching role and explain strategies to each other. The teacher breaks maths down and works
through examples. She points out that there are different ways of solving problems. The
teacher assesses different ways of working and asks learners to justify what they’ve done. She
breaks maths down using learners’ own methods, and encourages mental calculation. She
gives praise and there is appropriate use of technology. The teacher monitors learning and
identifies learners’ misconceptions. She emphasises need for checking and reinforces concepts
learned with whole group.

7.5 Summary
It has proved very difficult to find many clear associations between either teaching approaches or
classroom characteristics and changes in learning or attitudes. The only significant positive
correlation with learning gains was with the extent of procedural teaching. This also comes out
as a factor differentiating the group of classes who make the highest gains with those making the
lowest gains. There is also some evidence that the teachers of the highest gaining group tend to
use to a greater extent than average other aspects of traditional teaching such as teaching
directly to the whole class, and a whiteboard (both interactive or traditional). However, wholeclass teaching and the use of a static whiteboard were also more prevalent in the classes with
the lowest gains.
The only significant negative correlations with attainment gains were with the ‘appropriate use of
resources to enhance and support learning’ and with the extent of individual work. Contrasting
the groups which made the highest gains with those making the lowest gains, use of practical
activities also appeared to be much more closely associated with the lower performing groups.
These characteristics, however, cannot necessarily be claimed to be a cause of effective, or
ineffective, teaching; it seems likely that they are more an indication that teachers change their
style of teaching when faced with learners who are experiencing great difficulties in learning, and
adopt a more practical and less formal approach.
Equally, there is considerable variety in teaching typologies and classroom characteristics among
both the highest and lowest performing classes. An example is given of part of a lesson with one
of the two highest attaining classes. Although this style of teaching is by definition effective and
would meet current perceptions of good practice, it does not exemplify those characteristics
which correlate best with high average gains and it includes some features which correlate with
low gains.
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8 Distinctive aspects of the numeracy project
This chapter is divided into two sections: the first considers distinctive factors in adult numeracy
teaching; the second looks at the distinctive aspects of this study.

8.1 What is distinctive about adult numeracy teaching?
Adult numeracy teaching is particularly complex for several reasons. First, numeracy is not a
discrete skill or set of skills: it is intimately bound up with literacy and language. Numeracy
problems may be presented through texts involving written words, numbers and symbols or
through spoken language; writing may also be required. This causes difficulties for learners
with weaknesses in these areas (and a challenge for us in the administration of our assessment
instrument and attitude survey). Second, numeracy is not a discrete skill in another sense:
adults’ numerate practices are deeply embedded in the contexts in which they occur (Coben et
al., 2003). Learners may or may not recognise the mathematics involved in different activities
and contexts. Moreover, transfer of learning between these may be problematic (Carraher et al.
1985; Lave 1988), posing a challenge for teachers attempting to relate the curriculum to
learners’ lives and, in embedded provision, to the subject area for which numeracy is required.
Third, numeracy skills are ‘more fluid, less ingrained’ than literacy skills (Parsons et al. 2005),
which implies that levels of achievement may not be stable across time or under varying
circumstances. Fourth, adult numeracy education is exceptionally diverse. Finally, we know that
some adults have strong negative feelings and/or anxiety about mathematics, amounting in
some cases to ‘mathophobia’ (Winter, 1992).

8.2 What is distinctive about this study?
Two issues proved particularly problematic in this study: encompassing the diversity of adult
numeracy provision and teaching and measuring learners’ progress.
The effect of the diversity of adult numeracy education on the study
As we noted in Section 2.3, adult numeracy education takes various forms, occurs in various
contexts, and has a wide range of teachers and learners. It is extremely heterogeneous by
comparison, not only with numeracy and mathematics education in schools, but also with other
Skills for Life areas. These factors make it difficult to produce generic research instruments able
to encompass the full range of learners, teachers and forms of provision, or to draw
conclusions that can be generalised across the whole sector. This difficulty was particularly
acute in measuring learners’ progress.
Issues in the measurement of learners’ progress
Learners’ progress against an assessment instrument (standardised test) is treated as a mark
of effective teaching and learning in this study, as in the study on which these projects are based
(Condelli, 2001) and in the other NRDC Effective Practice Studies. We were aware at the outset
that there is a lack of adult-friendly, linguistically- and culturally-sensitive instruments for
assessing numeracy (Brooks et al. 2005), and that ‘the measurement of adult numeracy skills is
problematic, especially for adults with lower ability levels (including special educational needs
and dyscalculia) and/or reading or language difficulties’ (Coben, et al. 2003: 1).
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We reviewed several instruments against criteria established in an international review of
assessment procedures in adult numeracy10 (Cumming and Gal, 2000) and our wider
knowledge of the research literature before deciding on that used in the Skills for Life national
survey of need in adult literacy and numeracy (DfES, 2003b). This we modified as the result of
our experience of using it in our trial phase and in Phase 1 of the study.
However, the modified assessment instrument still did not meet all our requirements. It was
weak in terms of reliability at Skills for Life levels and insufficiently sensitive with respect to
the diverse range of learners in the study. It particularly lacked validity with learners at or
below Entry level 1, those with learning difficulties and disabilities, and learners whose
reading or command of the English language was poor.
The need for our assessment instrument to be practicable – not take up too much class time
– was also problematic. There was an inevitable trade-off between getting more information
and taking up too much of the learners’ time in class. Considerations of practicality, as well
as the absence of available assessment instruments in a range of formats, also meant that
we could not ‘encompass the range of assessment forms being used in other educational
settings and may include oral reports, group activities, portfolios, and so forth’. We were
aware that ‘adult learners may perform at quite different levels in oral mathematical
discussions than on written tasks’ (Cumming and Gal, 2000) but for reasons of practicality and
reliability (consistency) we used a written test. Another limitation of our chosen assessment
instrument – perhaps any numeracy assessment instrument – is also pertinent here: the
areas of mathematics taught in class may not have matched those covered in the assessment.
Some areas may have already been known to learners, or been learned independently,
outside the class. Some learners may have been tested on areas of mathematics that were
not taught in the period between our assessments. Either way, we cannot be certain that
correct or incorrect answers result from teaching in the class.
Factors outlined in Section 8.1, above, may also have a negative impact on learners’
performance in tests. For example, poor readers, or those with a weak grasp of English may
not be able to read or understand words or notation used in the assessment or be unfamiliar
with the visual clues given; anxiety or poor memory may impede the performance of some
learners. There is also a wider issue of the difficulty (some would say, impossibility) of
simulating in the classroom situations in which mathematics occurs elsewhere (Dowling,
1991). Hence an assessment might not give a clear indication of an individual’s strengths and
weaknesses when confronted with mathematics outside the classroom. For all these reasons,
the assessment of numeracy is especially complex and further research is needed to produce
robust assessment instruments able to encompass all the factors outlined above.

10 Albeit for class teaching purposes, rather than for measuring progress in research studies such as ours.
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9 Conclusions
A summary of the main conclusions of the study can be found in in Chapter 1.

9.1 Reflections
In one sense our findings mirror research literature that suggests that there is often only a
partial relationship between interactions in pedagogic settings and learning. A common
theme in our study is the complexity of the process of adult numeracy teaching and learning,
v
and we agree with Ivanic and Tseng (2005), who caution against any attempt to promote a
single method or approach across all settings. However, while learning can rarely be reduced
to the sum of what has been taught in a classroom, this does not negate the attempt to
continue seeking generalisations about relationships between specific teaching approaches,
classroom characteristics and learning outcomes.
We have found, though, that effective approaches are difficult to determine from quantitative
data alone. The multiplicity of factors contributing to learning means that any effects that
effective practice might have are often compromised by other considerations that contribute
to, or constrain, learner progress. In the end, our correlation calculations give little indication
of what constitutes an effective approach in adult numeracy education. The data do suggest
some classroom characteristics that are consistently associated with the classes that made
most progress and this may have some implications for effective teaching practice. However,
we cannot be certain that these characteristics (which were restricted in number and
implemented within very different teaching approaches) were, either individually or overall,
the cause of learners’ progress. Many factors may determine the effectiveness of a teaching
programme.
It might simplistically be thought that there is a direct relationship between quality of
teaching and quality of learning, such that the better the teaching, the greater the rises in
attainment over time. This was demonstrably not so; we found classes where researchers
with many years of experience of observing classrooms thought that the teaching was good,
but learner progress was weak, and some apparently poor teaching of classes where the
gains turned out to be relatively large. This suggests that factors which cannot easily be
determined in a large-scale survey may have more influence on their learning than any
specific easily-observed difference in teacher behaviour. These factors include learners’
strength of motivation, self-discipline, aspirations, abilities and dispositions towards
numeracy, socio-cultural background and previous experiences both inside and outside the
classroom.

9.2 Implications and recommendations for practice, teacher education and CPD, policy and
research
Practice
While we are unable, on the basis of our correlation data, to firmly recommend any particular
teaching practice or set of practices, we believe that we saw some effective practice in our
study. For example, the glimpse of one teacher’s practice given in Section 7.4, we believe,
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exemplifies some of the key features of effective practice. These resonate with the
approaches promoted by the DfES Standards Unit Improving Learning in Mathematics project
that are currently being piloted with adult learners at Entry level and Level 1 through the
NRDC Maths4Life Thinking Through Mathematics project (www.maths4life.org.uk). This belief
is based on our combined experience and expertise, supported, to a very limited extent, by
our data. For example, some learners made much less progress with teachers who used
similar approaches, in classes with similar characteristics.
We also suspect that the characteristics of the learners and how they position themselves as
learners in relation to the subject matter, the teacher and other learners might be important.
We therefore used qualitative methods to supplement our quantitative data, interviewing
learners and teachers. Findings from these interviews are presented in Chapter 4 and Section
6.1. They bear out the view that it is the flexibility of teachers in deploying well-grounded
mathematical pedagogy, while adapting their teaching to the diversity of adult numeracy
learners and organisational contexts, that seems to be key to effective practice.
There were some instances of poor classroom management and, in a very few cases,
teachers appeared to have inadequate subject knowledge. For example, one teacher gave a
muddled and incorrect explanation of the difference between discrete and continuous data,
and another had difficulty converting centilitres to millilitres. Interestingly, the first teacher
holds a good degree in mathematics. There is an assumption that individuals holding high
qualifications in mathematics will automatically be able to teach basic concepts at lower
levels of mathematics. We argue that this is not necessarily the case, and that some teachers
relied substantially on methods they had been taught at school. The implications of this for
teacher education and CPD are discussed in the next section.
Teacher education and CPD
On the basis of our study, we believe that considerable improvements are needed in training
specialist numeracy teachers and in the quality of numeracy teaching if greater progress is to
be made towards producing flexible, expert teachers and successful learners. There is a
general lack of training opportunities and CPD in adult numeracy, compounded by a shortage
of qualified and experienced numeracy specialists able to teach the new Level 4 training
courses (Lucas et al, 2004).
Many teachers in our study were generally well qualified to teach at Skills for Life levels, given
that the new Level 4 courses were in their first year of operation in Phase 1 of the study. As
noted in Section 3.1, 79 per cent reported having a formal qualification in mathematics or a
related subject (e.g., science); 88 per cent reported having a teaching qualification; and 18 per
cent reported having a Level 4 Certificate for adult numeracy subject specialists. However,
some teachers lacked sufficient grounding, and had not been trained in teaching basic
mathematical concepts. These teachers did not have the ‘profound understanding of
fundamental mathematics’ that Liping Ma, in her research with US and Chinese secondary
mathematics teachers, regards as essential (Ma, 1999). This should not surprise us, since
there is no requirement in the current Subject Specifications for Adult Numeracy for teachers
to have a firm understanding of basic concepts of, say, place value or multiplication or
division. Also, generic courses for teachers in the Learning and Skills sector (e.g., Cert Ed. or
PGCE) currently deal only with general, rather than subject-specific, pedagogy. We believe
teachers need guidance on subject-specific (in this case, mathematical) pedagogy so that they
not only have in-depth subject knowledge, but also are able to provide learners with a rich
variety of learning activities geared to their level of experience and area of interest. Research
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by the NRDC (Lucas et al, 2004) has identified the omission of subject specialist pedagogy as
a significant weakness in the current FENTO (now LLUK) Subject Specifications for Teachers
of Adult Literacy, Numeracy and ESOL originally published in 2002 (DfES/FENTO, 2002). We
think we have seen the outcome of this omission in some of the classrooms we have observed
and we recommend that the gap should be filled. We are heartened to note that draft revised
subject specifications for adult numeracy published for consultation by LLUK in February
2006 include a section on ‘Knowledge and Understanding of Area of Teaching Application’
(http://www.lifelonglearninguk.org/currentactivity/newdevelopments/rev_subj_specs.html).
We also recommend the establishment of specialist PGCE (FE) courses in mathematics,
including numeracy.
Policy
The implications for policy in our study with respect to teaching and teacher education and
professional development are set out in the preceding sections in this chapter. Beyond these
key areas, we make the following observations and recommendations. The diversity and
complexity of adult numeracy education are facts of life to which policy must accommodate
because they reflect the diversity of adult learners and their purposes in studying numeracy.
Mathematics and numeracy suffer from a curious invisibility in that people often do not
recognise when they are successfully using mathematics – being numerate – either in class
or in their lives beyond the classroom. We agree with the comment by Celia Hoyles, Chief
Adviser for Mathematics at the DfES, that ‘The invisibility of maths is pervasive – and
something we have to struggle with at all levels’ (www.nrdc.org.uk/
content.asp?CategoryID=592&ArticleID=485).
For too long, numeracy has been, if not quite invisible, at least obscured by being subsumed
within adult literacy in policy documents at all levels, including inspection reports.
Adult numeracy education should be seen as part of mathematics education as well as in
relation to adult literacy and the other Skills for Life areas. This should be reflected in the
organisation and inspection of provision, so that, for example, adult numeracy provision is
effectively co-ordinated with other mathematics provision offered by colleges and other
organisations, thereby maximising learners’ opportunities for progression. We welcome the
inclusion of adult numeracy education in the work of the new National Centre for Excellence
in the Teaching of Mathematics (NCETM) and trust that the new Regional Centres for
Mathematics will support the development of effective practice across the whole range of
mathematics and numeracy education.
Finally, numeracy is invisible in another way. There is a dearth of information about adult
numeracy and mathematics provision in the Learning and Skills sector, as we found when we
tried to target our advertisements for teachers and sites for our study. Data should be
routinely collected and accessible to researchers and other professionals and the general
public. In the meantime, we welcome the fact that Maths4Life is conducting an initial
workforce study to establish the range of information that is currently available and identify
gaps.
We also welcome, in principle, the imminent introduction of Functional Mathematics, in
which:
Each individual has sufficient understanding of a range of mathematical concepts and
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is able to know how and when to use them. For example, they will have the confidence
and capability to use maths to solve problems embedded in increasingly complex
settings and to use a range of tools, including ICT, as appropriate.
In life and work, each individual will develop the analytical and reasoning skills to draw
conclusions, justify how they are reached and to identify errors or inconsistencies.
They will also be able to validate and interpret results, to judge the limits of their
validity and use them effectively and efficiently. (QCA, 2005:2)
We see this as essential if the more ambitious targets for skills development needed to
establish a world-class skills base in the UK by 2020 envisaged in the Leitch Review of skills
are to be achieved (Leitch, 2005).
Research
One of the difficulties of this study was the heterogeneity of both the contexts and the
learners. If it was decided to pursue further the possibility of a correlational study to identify
effective practice, we would suggest that it needs to be carried out within much narrower
limits to enable control of many of the factors other than teaching approaches. However, a
major difficulty would be that the results would also be valid only within that narrow range
and could not be readily generalised.
A much narrower range of learner initial attainment would also enable the design and use of
an instrument which would be more sensitive to small changes in learners’ progress. We
recommend that further research and development are undertaken into learner assessment
in numeracy at Skills for Life levels with a view to developing an appropriate assessment
instrument for research purposes.
Alternatively, we believe that a project could be designed to test out some of the hypotheses
from this study. This would identify teachers using a specific approach and use carefully
selected matched control classes to compare rates of progress.
In focusing on a specific group we would suggest attention be given to the neediest learners,
those at Entry level, whom we feel have been neglected in terms of research and development
and for whom numeracy holds the key to improving their employment situation (Machin et al,
2001). Research could, for example, look at what kind of curriculum such learners would
value and need for practical purposes.
We also feel that given the importance which emerged from the interviews of learners’
motivations, there would be some advantage in exploring this in more depth. More generally,
there is more scope for research to explore learner and teacher identities. Learners’
identities are key because they affect attitudes, motivations, dispositions towards
mathematics and the education system in general, relations with peers and teachers, and
future expectations and aspirations. Teacher identities are also important and we need to find
out how much personal investment teachers make both as numeracy teachers (as opposed to
teachers of other subjects) and as mathematicians.
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Appendix B: A note on ethnicity, nationality and language
Some of these categories concerning learners’ background characteristics proved to be more
problematic than others: in particular, those of ethnicity and first language. Learners come
from many different ethnic, national and linguistic backgrounds, and for pedagogic and equal
opportunity reasons, one or more of these is recorded, depending on their usefulness for the
particular project. However, available categories do not necessarily fit with people’s own
sense of identity. Ethnicity and nationality are highly problematic, contested, and historically
variable concepts. Ethnicity, in particular, is constructed out of overlapping categories based
on colour, nationality, religion, culture and language. People often move strategically between
ethnicities by using bilingualism, dual nationality, multiple identities and repertoires of
cultural knowledge (White, 2002: 4). A fixed category can stereotype and give ethnicity or
nationality an emphasis over and above other social categories that people belong to. In
addition, most monitoring systems do not reflect the changes in immigration patterns which
have led to ‘hyper-diversity’ (Kyambi, 2005) in the London region and, increasingly, elsewhere.
The ‘other’ category for those not from the settled communities now includes people from the
Middle East, Asia (outside the Indian sub-continent), South America and the Accession states
of the new Europe, as well as many other smaller groupings.
Recording language background is also notoriously difficult as there is no straightforward link
between ethnic category, nationality, ethnic identity and language. Learners’ stated language
backgrounds are often a mix of languages they are expert in, languages they have an
attachment to and ones which are part of their inheritance (Rampton, 1990). And they may
use varieties of these languages, and only their written or spoken forms. However,
ethnic/national/language monitoring is an important tool in tackling social exclusion and
understanding teaching and learning. So, the project used six categories for identifying these
aspects of learner background, while acknowledging their limitations.
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Glossary of statistical terms
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA): statistical technique that aims to compare the means of two or
more groups of one or more independent variables on one dependent variable in order to
ascertain if the group means are significantly different from each other.
Causation: the concept that variation in one variable causes variation in another variable.
Chi square: a statistic used to compare observed and expected frequencies in sample data.
Observed frequencies are the actual (or observed) number of cases in the cells, rows or
columns of a contingency table of two categorical (nominal) variables. Expected frequencies
are the number of cases that one would expect to appear in a cell, row totals or column totals
based on probability alone.
Correlation coefficient: a statistic that reveals the strength and direction of the relationship
between two variables. Correlation co-efficients can range from –1.00 (indicating a perfect
negative correlation) to +1.00 (indicating a perfect positive correlation). A correlation coefficient of 0 indicates that there is no relationship between the variables being examined.
Curvilinear relationship: a relationship between two variables that is positive at some values
but negative at other values.
Dependent or outcome variable: A variable for which the values may depend on the value of
the independent variable. When it is statistically related to the independent variable, the value
of the dependent variable ‘depends on’, or is predicted by, the value of the independent
variable.
Effect size (d): A measure of the size of the effect observed in some statistic. It is a way of
determining the practical (rather than statistical) significance of a statistic by reducing the
impact of sample size. The closer the value of d is to 1, the larger the effect size of the
statistic.
F statistic (or ratio): the statistic produced by ANOVA and used to indicate the average
amount of difference between group means relative to the average amount of variance within
each group.
Factor analysis: a statistical technique used to simplify complex sets of data by reducing a
large number of variables to a smaller number of factors, i.e. constructs or dimensions which
can account for the relationships (correlations) between the variables.
Independent or predictor variable: A variable that may predict or produce variation in the
dependent variable.
Multiple regression: Statistical technique that allows researchers to make predictions about
the value of a dependent variable given certain values in a group of independent or predictor
variables. The analysis provides information on how much the group of predictor variables is
related to the dependent variable, the strength of the relationship between each predictor
variable and the dependent variable while controlling for the other predictor variables in the
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model and the relative strength of each predictor variable.
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient: a statistic indicating the strength and
direction of a correlation between two continuous variables, i.e. variables measured with
numerical values with equal distance between each number.
Positive/negative correlation: a positive correlation between two variables indicates that as
scores on one variable increase, scores on the other variable also increase, and vice versa. In
contrast, a negative correlation indicates that as scores on one variable increase, scores on
the other variable decrease, and vice versa.
R square: the percentage of variance in the dependent variable explained by the regression
model.
Reliability coefficient (Cronbach’s alpha): a measure indicating the internal consistency, or
reliability, of a multiple item scale. Alpha is based on the average correlation of each item in
the scale with every other item. It can range from 0 (indicating very low internal consistency)
to 1 (indicating perfect internal consistency).
Spearman rho coefficient: the correlation coefficient used to measure the association
between two ordinal scale variables, i.e. numerical variables where the numbers are
meaningful but the distance between them is not constant, such as ranked data.
Standard deviation: the average deviation between the individual scores in a distribution and
the mean of the distribution.
Statistical significance (p value): this is a probability level (ranging from 0 to 1) that indicates
the likelihood that a particular result could have arisen by chance. In the social sciences, a
statistic with an associated p value of 0.05 or less is generally considered ‘significant’; this
means that the probability that this result was due to chance or random variation is 5 per cent
or less.
t test: a statistical test used to compare the means between two groups to find out if they are
significantly different from each other.
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